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Abstract 
Bundy, A., A. Stevens, F. van Harmelen, A. Ireland and A. Smaill, Rippling: a heuristic 
for guiding inductive proofs, Artificial Intelligence 62 (1993) 185-253. 
We describe rippling: a tactic for the heuristic control of the key part of proofs by 
mathematical induction. This tactic significantly reduces the search for a proof of a 
wide variety of inductive theorems. We first present abasic version of rippling, followed 
by various extensions which are necessary to capture larger classes of inductive proofs. 
Finally, we present a generalised form of rippling which embodies these extensions as 
special cases. We prove that generalised rippling always terminates, and we discuss the 
implementation f the tactic and its relation with other inductive proof search heuristics. 
I. Introduction 
1.1. Motivation 
One of the major problems facing artificial intelligence research is how to 
control search to avoid the combinatorial explosion. This paper describes 
rippling, a very successful heuristic for controlling search in inductive proof, 
a domain in which the combinatorial explosion takes an extreme form: 
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P(O) ,  Vn :nat . (P (n )  ~ P (s (n ) ) )  
Vn:nat.P ( n ) 
Vx:r. (Vy:r. y -< x ~ P (y )  ) ~ P (x )  
Vx:r. P(x)  
Fig. 1. Rules of mathematical induction. Two example rules of mathematical induction are 
shown. The first is the simplest induction rule: Peano induction for natural numbers. The 
second is a general schema for well-founded induction. The relation -< is a well-founded order 
on the type r. We can formalise induction either as an unlimited number of variations on the 
first rule or by using the second rule as a schema in which z and -< can be instantiated in an 
infinite number of ways. The expression x:r is to be read as x is of type r. 
its search spaces have infinite branch points. Inductive proofs employ one 
or more of the infinitely many forms of mathematical induction I (see 
Fig. 1). Moreover, inductive proofs sometimes require the generalisation of 
the current goal formula to any formula that implies it. Both of these proof 
steps involve infinite branching. 
Rippling was designed as a domain-specific heuristic. It controls a par- 
ticular part of inductive proofs--a part that does not even involve infinite 
branching. It might, therefore, be considered to be of limited interest. We 
hope to show otherwise. 
• Inductive proof is a much more important inference technique than its 
relative neglect would imply. It is required whenever it is necessary to 
reason about repetition. This may occur in mathematics, programming, 
electronics, planning, etc. Thus induction is used in plan formation and 
in hardware and software verification, synthesis, and transformation. 
There are unexplored applications in explanation-based generalisation 
and nonmonotonic reasoning. 
• Although rippling controls only part of an inductive proof many of 
the other control problems that arise can be made by asking "how 
can I make this choice so that rippling will be facilitated?". In this 
way, rippling can help choose an appropriate induction rule, find an 
appropriate generalisation, conjecture a missing lemma, and instantiate 
an existential witness. We are developing a technique called middle- 
out reasoning to formalise this indirect mode of search control (see 
Section 13.4). 
• Rippling is proving to be applicable to reasoning problems outside 
inductive proof. It can be used whenever the current goal is struc- 
turally similar to some previous theorem, assumption, or axiom. See 
INot to be confused with the learning form of induction, which is a rule for conjecturing 
general conclusions from particular examples. 
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Section 13.6 for an application of rippling to summing series. 
• Last but not least, this study of rippling is an exemplar of a new ap- 
proach to heuristic search. We are not content o report the empirical 
success of a rule of thumb, but ask "why does it work?". The deeper 
understanding we gain by answering this question informs our explo- 
ration for improved heuristics. It also sheds light on the skills that may 
be involved in successful reasoning. Moreover, this understanding can 
itself be implemented in our reasoning program as a process of meta- 
level reasoning. This may lead to a program that can analyse its own 
failure and adjust its behaviour accordingly. 
1.2. Background 
In [4] we introduced the concept of proof plans and gave a simple 
example proof plan for guiding inductive proofs. A proof plan is an outline 
of a family of proofs which can be used to guide the search for proofs in 
this family. Proof planning is a technique for the global control of proof 
search. Many simple inductive proofs fit the outline of our inductive proof 
plan. Figure 2 describes its basic structure. 
The key idea of this inductive proof plan is a tactic for manipulating 
the induction conclusion to enable the induction hypothesis to be used 
in its proof. Following Aubin [1] we initially called this tactic ripple- 
out. In [6] we described an implementation of this inductive proof plan 
within Oyster-CLAM, a theorem prover for a higher-order, intuitionist, typed 
logic, and we reported its performance on various standard example in- 
ductive theorems. Oyster is a reimplementation in Prolog of the Nuprl 
interactive proof editor, [12]. Our tactics are Prolog programs which 
drive Oyster by applying its rules of inference. A proof plan is a tactic 
together with its method. A method partially specifies a tactic. It con- 
sists of the preconditions under which the tactic is applicable and the 
effects of its application. These are written in a meta-logic. CLAM is a 
plan formation program which uses these methods to build a special- 
purpose proof plan for each theorem from a set of general-purpose proof 
plans. 
In [7] we described the relationship between our inductive proof plan 
and the technique used by Boyer and Moore [3] to choose an appropri- 
ate induction rule and induction variable. We showed how we rationally 
reconstructed the Boyer-Moore technique as a process of look-ahead whose 
purpose is to maximise the chances that rippling-out would succeed. 
We have tested our implementation extensively on a large number of 
inductive theorems, most of which are drawn from the Boyer-Moore corpus 
[3, Appendix A] adapting the original proof plan as necessary. This paper 
reports the result of that study. The spirit of the proof plan has survived 
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these tests, with rippling-out remaining the central idea of the proof plan. 
However, the tests have suggested principled extensions to the proof plan, 
which preserve the essential intuition behind it while increasing its range of 
application. The main result is a generalisation of the ripple-out actic. Since 
this generalisation i cludes rippling in other directions than "out", we have 
named the generalised tactic, ripple. 
1.3. Outline 
In this paper we give a complete account of rippling which supersedes 
earlier accounts in [6,9]. We start with a simple introduction to the orig- 
inal ripple-out tactic (Section 2) and then motivate and explain various 
extensions (Sections 3-9). These include the generalised ripple tactic, which 
embodies all but one of these extensions in a uniform framework (Section 8). 
We describe the implementation f the ripple tactic in the Oyster-CLAM sys- 
tem (Section 10) and give some experimental results of this implementation 
(Section 11 ). We compare rippling to rival techniques (Section 12), suggest 
some avenues for further research (Section 13) and draw some conclusions 
(Section 14). We show that ripple terminates (Appendix A). 
The extensions to rippling-out reported below are: rippling with multi- 
wave-rules (Section 3), rippling-in (Section 4), rippling with conditional 
wave-rules (Section 5), rippling-sideways (Section 6), rippling-across (Sec- 
tion 7) and rippling under existential quantifiers (Section 9). Each extension 
is illustrated with simple examples of proofs which require them. We argue 
that the extensions are natural improvements of the original idea. 
2. The basic rippling-out tactic 
In this section we briefly introduce the main idea of rippling-out and the 
role it plays within our inductive proof plan (see Fig. 2). 
To understand rippling-out imagine a loch 2 in which the induction conclu- 
sion appears as a reflection of the hypothesis. The reflection is not a perfect 
image of the original because wherever the induction variable appears in 
the induction hypothesis, the induction term appears in the induction con- 
clusion. The expressions which appear in the induction conclusion, but not 
in the induction hypothesis, we call wave-fronts. The rest of the induction 
conclusion, i.e. the expressions which do appear also in the induction hy- 
pothesis, we call the skeleton, following [15]. Wave-fronts are like ripples 
2The Scottish word for "lake". 
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ind_strat ( IndTerm (X),X) -- 
induction (IndTerm (X),X) then 
[ sym_eval, 
ripple then fertilize 
] 
Fig. 2. The inductive proof plan. X is the induction variable and IndTerm is the wave-front 
introduced into the induction conclusion by the induction rule of inference. Induction rules 
are indexed by their IndTerms. The application of the induction tactic exchanges the original 
theorem for a list of base and step cases: only one of each is shown in the figure. The sym_eval 
tactic is applied to the base case. This tactic is a combination of symbolic evaluation, tautology 
checking, equality substitution, etc. The ripple tactic is applied first to the step case. This 
creates a copy of the induction hypothesis within the induction conclusion. The fertilize tactic 
then uses the induction hypothesis to prove the induction conclusion. Any remaining subgoals 
are proved recursively using sym_eval and ind-~trat. 
on the surface of the loch, which spoil the reflection. Consider, for instance, 
a simple proof of the associativity of +, 3 
VX:nat.VY:nat.VZ:nat. X + (Y + Z)  = (X + Y) + Z, 
by successor induction on X. The induction hypothesis i
x+(y+z)= (x+y)+z  (1) 
where x, y, and z represent skolem constants. 4 The induction conclusion is 
(y + = + y) + z. (2) 
The induction term is s(x)  and the s(. . . )  constructor function is the wave- 
front, x + (y + z) = (x + y) + z is the skeleton. 
2.1. Wave-fronts and wave-rules 
More generally, a wave-front is a term from which a proper subterm is 
deleted, i.e. a sequence of nested functions with the innermost argument 
removed. This innermost argument (the x in (2)) is the wave-hole. When 
the wave-hole is filled by a term, the wave-front is said to dominate the 
term. We adopt the convention that wave-fronts are indicated by boxes with 
the wave-holes underlined, as in the example above. An alternative graphical 
representation f wave-fronts i given in Fig. 3. 
3To improve readability we have translated the type-theoretic logic used by Oyster-CLAM 
into a more conventional notation. 
4We adopt the Prolog convention that identifiers tarting with upper case letters indicate 
variables and those starting with lower case letters indicate constants. 
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Initially, the wave-fronts are functions which immediately dominate the 
induction variable. The role of rippling-out is to move them outwards--just 
like the ripples on a loch--leaving behind them an unspoiled reflection of 
the induction hypothesis. Rippling-out works by backwards reasoning from 
the induction conclusion to the induction hypothesis using wave-rules. A 
wave-rule is a rewrite rule of the form, 
~/ (~"~)  ~ ~(q(~)) , (3) 
where t/, ~, and ~ are terms 5 with one distinguished argument. ~t is usually 
a variable, but can be any term. ~ may be empty, but ~ and q must not 
be. ~ and ~ are called the oM and new wave-fronts, respectively. Note that 
the effect of applying such a rule is to move the old wave-front ~, in 
the induction conclusion, outwards past the t/ and to turn it into a new 
wave-front ~. 
We adopt the convention that ~ stands for rewriting and -~ stands for 
implication. Recall that rippling-out reasons backwards: from the theorem 
towards the axioms. To apply the implication (/) ~ ~u it uses the rewrite rule 
~/~ ~b. Thus the left/right orientation of implication is opposite to that of 
rewriting. 
This general form includes all rewrite rules formed from the step cases 
of recursive definitions. Restricted to such recursive rules, rippling-out is 
a constrained version of unfolding or symbolic evaluation. But, as we will 
see, wave-rules can also be formed from non-recursive definitions and from 
lemmas, so rippling-out extends unfolding. CLAM analyses all the definitions 
given to, and lemmas proved by, Oyster and transforms them into wave-rules 
in as many ways as possible. Examples of wave-rules are given below. 
Example 1 (Wave-rules). 
v Is(u + v) I (4) 
v lu× v + vl (5) 
even([s(s(U))l) ~ even(U)  (6) 
U+ ( [~+~)  ~ [ (U+ V) + W (7) 
+ w Iu + (v + w) I (8) 
Wave-rules (4), (5) and (6) are formed from recursive definitions. Wave- 
rules (7) and (8) are both formed from the associative law of +, which is 
5We adopt he convention ofusing Greek letters for meta-symbols, e.g. for describing the 
patterns of wave-rules. 
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not a recursive definition. Note that the wave-front of rule (6) is compound, 
i.e. contains more than one function symbol, and that the ( part of this 
rule is empty. Note also that rules (7) and (8) show that an equation can 
give rise to several different wave-rules and that these can be oriented in 
different directions provided that the wave-front annotations are different. 
Def in i t ion  1 (Preconditions of applying wave-rules). The preconditions of 
applying a wave-rule to rewrite a subexpression of the induction conclu- 
sion are that: 
• the left-hand side of the rule matches the subexpression; 
• the subexpression contains at least one wave-front; and 
• this wave-front in the subexpression is matched with the old wave-front 
in the rule. 
These preconditions ensure that wave-rules always move wave-fronts out- 
wards towards the root of the skeleton. Thus wave-rules are applied selec- 
tively, not exhaustively. 
Repeated application of rule (4) to induction conclusion (2) ripples the 
two wave-fronts to right outside the left- and the right-hand terms of the 
induction conclusion, as follows: 
~-~+ (y + z) = ( [~-~ + y) + z, 
[s(x + (y + z))]= s(x + y)]+ z, 
[s(x + /y + z))]= s(Ix + y) + z) .  (9) 
A graphical representation of the rippling-out of the right-hand side is given 
in Fig. 3. 
2.2. Kinds of termination 
The basic version of rippling-out outlined in this section applies only 
to induction conclusions that are equations or equivalencies. Wave-fronts 
are rippled out until they dominate the left- and right-hand sides of these 
induction conclusions. 
The movement of wave-fronts can terminate in three ways. 
• I f  a wave-front is moved to dominate the left- or right-hand term of the 
induction conclusion, then we say it is beached. No further rippling-out 
of this wave-front is, then possible or necessary. Two examples can be 
found in equation (9), above. 
• I f  a wave-rule is applied in which ~ is empty, then there is no new wave- 
front. We say it peters out. Two examples can be found in equation 
(21), Section 3, below. 
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++ z z 
$ z 
z6  ~y z 
(~]+ y) + z s(~ +y) +~ s((~ +~1+ z) 
Before During After 
Fig. 3. Rippling out (s (x) + y) + z. The three trees show the term before, during and after 
rippling-out. Each tree represents he term as an expression tree. The nodes of each tree are 
labelled by a function or predicate symbol or a constant or variable. A function or predicate 
of arity n has n descendent subtrees: one for each of its arguments. Wave-fronts are indicated 
by square nodes and all other nodes by dots. Note that the three trees differ from each other 
only in the position of the square nodes. These square nodes are higher in each successive tree; 
the "After" one being beached at the top. The ~'s in the square nodes indicate the direction of 
rippling-out. 
• I f  a wave-front is not beached, but no wave-rule applies to it, then we 
say the wave-front is blocked. An example can be found in equation 
(25), Section 4, below. 
If all wave-fronts in a term are beached or petered out, then we say it is 
fully rippled. If all the wave-fronts are blocked, then we say that rippling-out 
is blocked. 
When no further rippling-out is possible, then the induction hypothesis 
can often be used as a rewrite rule to produce an equation between two 
identical terms. Following Boyer and Moore, we call this tactic fertilize. The 
induction hypothesis may be used either way round. In our example we can 
use it left to right on the left-hand side of the induction conclusion, (9), to 
produce the equation: 
[ s ( (x+y)+z) ]= s((x +y)+z) ] ,  
which is readily proved, so completing the step case of the inductive proof. 
2.3. Search control 
Both rippling-out and fertilization are subject to careful control by our 
overall inductive proof plan. 
• Rippling-out is applied to the induction conclusion immediately after 
the application of induction. The precondition of rippling-out ensures 
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that it is applied only to move wave-fronts outwards. This greatly 
restricts the search space of rippling-out. It also ensures the termination 
of rippling-out, since the wave-fronts can only be moved outwards, 
through an unchanging skeleton, a finite number of times. This remains 
true even if the same equation is used as a wave-rule in different 
left/right orientations, cf. rules (7) and (8). 
• Fertilization is applied to the induction conclusion when no further 
rippling-out is possible. It uses the induction hypothesis as a rewrite 
rule either left to right to the left-hand side of the induction conclusion 
or right to left to its right-hand side. If the wave-fronts on both sides 
of the induction conclusion are fully rippled, then either one of these is 
sufficient. If only one side is fully rippled, then this side is rewritten. If 
neither side is fully rippled, then fertilization is not possible. 
2. 4. Merging and splitting 
Note that the general wave-rule format allows for wave-fronts to be com- 
pound terms. This opens up the possibility that compound wave-fronts might 
be split into several sub-wave-fronts and each of these rippled out separately. 
For instance, suppose the following compound wave-front appears in the 
induction conclusion 
• . .even(s(s(x)) +y) . . . .  
As it stands this wave-front is blocked as none of the wave-rules we have 
considered so far meets the preconditions of rippling-out. However, if we 
split the wave-front into two, 
• . .even(s (~) ]  + y) . - - ,  
then wave-rule (4) will apply twice to produce first 
• ..even(s(~-~))))))~ + y) ) . . . ,  
and then 
...even([s( s(x + y) )]).... 
Now once again rippling-out is blocked because no wave-rule meets its 
preconditions. This time the two adjacent wave-fronts must be merged into 
one, 
• ..even(s(s(x + 0~)) ) . . . ,  
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so that wave-rule (6) will apply and produce 
• . .even(x + y ) . . . .  
Splitting a compound wave-front and rippling each sub-wave-front sepa- 
rately can result in nested non-adjacent wave-fronts, e.g. 
• . . [ -~even(~ + y)] . . . .  
Note that the inner wave-front must always be in the wave-hole of the outer 
one. We say that the inner wave-front is beneath the outer one. 
In CLAM this splitting and merging of wave-fronts is done on demand. 
First rippling-out is attempted with the current wave-front annotation. When 
this has been completed (either successfully or unsuccessfully) all possible 
splittings and mergings are made and rippling-out is tried with each of these 
in turn. 
An alternative mechanism would be to hold all wave-fronts in a normal 
form, e.g. maximally split or maximally merged. The maximally split normal 
form is particularly attractive as it allows us to continue to use regular 
matching to ensure wave-front agreement. If the maximally merged normal 
form is used, then the matcher must be modified to dynamically split wave- 
fronts as required. The INKA system records wave-fronts by annotating each 
symbol as either in the wave-front or in the skeleton [15]. This solution 
has some similarity to the maximally split normal form. 
2.5. Branching rates 
In practice, the branching rate of rippling-out is very low. The rippling-out 
of one wave-front is independent of the rippling-out of the others, so that 
they can be dealt with in a fixed order and redundant branching can be 
avoided. 6 Genuine branching happens only when more than one wave-rule 
applies to the same wave-front. But this is rare. 
To see why this is so consider how it might happen. Suppose the wave- 
front occurs in the context -- • ~/(~f))))))~) • • •. In the simplest case there might 
be two wave-rules which both ripple ~ out through q, i.e. 
q(~-~) :=~ ~2(Y/(~)) • 
6This is not implemented in the current version of CLAM. 
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Suppose, without loss of generality, that these rules are both based on 
equations. Since the left-hand sides of the rules are equal, the right-hand 
sides are also equal, i.e. 
~1(?](~/)) = ~2(q(~/)). 
So ~l and ~2 are equal over the range of the function q. If we keep wave- 
fronts on the right-hand sides of wave-rules in a simple normal form, then 
in most cases ~1 and ~2 will be identical. Thus it is rare to have distinct 
wave-rules with identical eft-hand sides, as required for this simple form of 
branching. 
The general wave-rule format allows for both q and ~ to be compound. 
In these cases branching is possible. However, the alternative branches will 
often lead to similar proofs. Consider, for instance, the situation where ~ (/L) 
has the compound form ~'(~" (/t)) and we have the alternative wave-rules: 
q(~'(~"(~_))]) ~ ~1(~(~1) ,
leading to two branches in the rippling-out search space. Note that if the 
second branch is not to immediately become blocked, there must also be a 
wave-rule of the form 
~(~)  ::~ ff3(q(,//)) B 
So, by a similar calculation as in the simple case: 
~1(~](,//)) = ~2(~3(~](//))), 
so that the alternative routes will lead to similar proofs. In this case it is 
not usually possible to remove the duplication of wave-rules by normalising 
the right-hand side wave-fronts. 
As an example of this kind of branching consider the pair of wave-rules: 
even( s (s (U) )  ) ~ even(U), (10) 
even(~))))))~) ~ [-~even(U) , (11) 
where ~1 is empty and both ~2 and ~3 are -~. Note that neither ~2nor ~ 3 
can be normalised on their own, but in combination they normalise to ~l, 
as expected. 
The extensions to ripple-out described below will introduce new possi- 
bilities for branching. Nevertheless, this will remain a relatively rare phe- 
nomenon, so that, in practice, the search space of rippling is very small. 
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3. Multi-wave-rules and strong fertilization 
Our first extension to rippling-out is to allow wave-rules which ripple 
out more than one wave-front at once. We call these multi-wave-rules. They 
are highly desirable if one side of the induction conclusion contains more 
than one wave-front-as it will do if it contains more than one occurrence 
of the induction variable. They allow rippling to transform several wave- 
fronts into one and, hence, continue rippling beyond the point at which the 
old version of rippling-out would have become blocked. They also allow 
us to strengthen rippling-out and fertilization and, thereby, apply them to 
induction conclusions that are not equations or equivalencies. 
3.1. General wave-rule format 
While we are making this extension we will also extend wave-rules to cope 
with wave-fronts containing more than one wave-hole and to the introduction 
of multiple skeletons. This leads to the generalisation of wave-rule format 
(3) to the following, 
(12) 
where each IZ/ is either an unrippled wave-front, 
[ZGJZ&j, 
or is one of the wave-holes, ,uuf. For each j, at least one CZ~’ must be a wave- 
hole. As before, v, the ti’s and [ are terms with distinguished arguments. [ 
may be empty, but the &‘s and ye must not be. The <i’s are the old wave-fronts 
and < is the new wave-front. Note that the application of a multi-wave-rule 
with k q’s in the right-hand side will replace one skeleton with k skeletons in 
the induction conclusion. Some example multi-wave-rules are given below. 
Example 2 (Multi-wave-rules). 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
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(U+V)  ×W ~ UxW+VxW (17) 
max_ht( tree(U, V__)]) ~ [s(max(max_ht(V),max_ht(V) ) ) (18) 
min_ht([tree(U,~)]) ~ [s(min(min_ht(U),min_ht(V)))] (19) 
b inom(~-~,~-~)  ~ binom(U,~-~) + binom(U, V) (20) 
Note the occurrence of multiple /t's, multiple ~/'s and even multiple ~'s 
in these rules. The first five rules are further examples of wave-rules not 
formed from recursive definitions. Note that rules (15) and (16) are sound 
because the orientation of implication is right to left. Note also that in 
rule (20) the wave-fronts are only partially removed from one of the new 
skeletons. 
The advantages of multi-wave-rules of format (12) compared to simple 
wave-rules of format (3) are as follows. 
• The generalisation of the single ( in (3) to the multiple ( /s  in (12) 
enables the simultaneous rippling-out of multiple wave-fronts. However, 
some of these multiple ~i's may not be rippled out by some wave-rules-- 
cf. rule (20). 
• The generalisation of the single ~ to the multiple Iz/s enables the 
rippling-out of wave-fronts containing more than one wave-hole. How- 
ever, we may sometimes want to treat some of these holes as part of 
the wave-front--see Section 3.4 below. 
• The generalisation of the single q argument of ( to the multiple ~/ 
arguments enables everal different induction hypotheses to fertilize the 
induction conclusion. 
These last two extensions go together; multiple /~'s tend to create multiple 
~/'s, each one making a different selection of/~'s for its arguments. 
Following this generalisation of the wave-rule format it is necessary to 
revise the last item of the preconditions of wave-rule application (Defini- 
tion 1 ). This is the first of a series of revisions which will be required as 
the concept of rippling evolves throughout his paper. We will adopt the 
convention of highlighting the changes by using italic font. 
Definition 2 (Preconditions of applying multi-wave-rules). The precondi- 
tions of applying a multi-wave-rule to rewrite a subexpression of the in- 
duction conclusion are that: 
• the left-hand side of the rule matches the subexpression; 
• the subexpression contains at least one wave-front; and 
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• each wave-front in the subexpression is matched with an old wave-front 
in the rule. 
3.2. Strong fertilization 
We can now revisit and reconsider the associativity of + example from 
Section 2. Instead of applying fertilization to the induction conclusion (9), 
we can use the multi-wave-rule (13) to continue the rippling-out and infer 
x+ (y+z)  = (x+y)+z ,  (21) 
which is identical to the induction hypothesis, ( 1 ), i.e. the wave-fronts have 
petered out. The proof thus terminates by direct appeal to the induction 
hypothesis. This direct use of the induction hypothesis constitutes a new 
form of fertilization which we will call strong fertilization. The form of 
fertilization described above in Section 2 we will rename weak fertilization. 
Since strong fertilization applies to induction conclusions of any form (and 
not just to equalities and equivalencies) it is more generally applicable, and 
its application will normally be the purpose of rippling-out. However, weak 
fertilization must still be retained to cope with equational or equivalential 
induction conclusions that get blocked on one side. 
3.3. A worked example 
To illustrate the use of multi-wave-rules to prove non-equational theo- 
rems with the aid of multiple induction variables and multiple induction 
hypotheses, consider the following example. 
VT:tree. max_ht(T) >! min_ht(T), 
where max_ht(T) is the length of the longest path in a binary tree, T, and 
min_ht(T) is the length of the shortest. Trees will be built from the con- 
structor functions leaf(T) and tree(T l, 7"2). This example has been designed 
to exhibit all the features of multi-wave rippling, and as a consequence is 
rather artificial. 
Our proof will use the standard, structural induction rule on binary trees, 
i.e. the theorem is proved for the empty tree and then assumed for the left 
and right subtrees and proved for the whole tree. Thus, in the step case we 
will have the following two induction hypotheses 
max_ht(l) >I min_ht(l), 
max_ht(r) >~ min_ht(r), 
and must prove the induction conclusion, 
max_ht([tree(t,£) i) >~ min_ht(Itree(L,r)I), (22) 
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in which both l and r are induction variables. 
To ripple this induction conclusion out we will use the multi-wave-rules 
from Example 2, 
s (max (max_ht( l) ,  max_ht(r) ) )] 
>1 s (min (min_ht(l), min_ht(r) ) ) ], (23) 
max ( max_ht (l ), max_ht (r ) ) 
>1 min(min_ht( l) ,min_ht(r)  )], 
max_ht(l) >1 min_ht(l) /~ max_ht(r) >1 min_ht(r), 
to which strong fertilization applies, finishing the proof of the step case. 
Note the following points from this proof. 
• Because the constructor function tree contains two induction variables, 
l and r, it forms a wave-front with two wave-holes. This situation is 
inherited by subsequent versions of the induction conclusion, with max, 
min, and A also having two-hole wave-fronts. 
• The theorem is not an equation or equivalence, so strong fertilization 
must be used to complete the rippling-out. 
• The skeleton is duplicated by the first wave-rule. This eventually leads 
to two copies of the induction hypothesis, which are fertilized indepen- 
dently. 
• The two wave-fronts in line (23) are compound terms. They are each 
split into two wave-fronts and rippled out separately. 
• The last wave-front is a logical connective. Rippling-out can proceed 
through predicates and connectives as well as functions. 
3.4. Rule weakening 
It is sometimes desirable to use multi-wave-rules at less than their full 
strength, i.e. to treat some of the wave-holes as part of the wave-front. We 
can see two examples of this in the following proof of the associativity of 
X, 
VX:nat.VY:nat.VZ:nat. X x (Y  × Z)  = (X × Y) x Z. 
The rippling of the step case uses rule (5) from Example 1 and rules (15) 
and (17) from Example 2. 
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~x(vxz)= (~xv)  xz, 
xx  (yxz )= (xxy)  xz  A yxz  =yxz .  
Note that wave-rules (15) and (17) are used as if their wave-fronts were 
UI 1 + U 2 --- U 1 -{-.- C 7 ~ U11 = U 1 A UI 2 -~- C7,  
i.e. with the second wave-hole merged with the wave-front on both left- 
and right-hand sides of each rule. This is called wave-rule weakening. We 
currently implement weakening at compile time, i.e. when it is storing a 
new wave-rule CLAM also calculates all its possible weakenings and stores 
these as well. We are also exploring the implementation of weakening by 
modification of the matcher, i.e. by allowing it to ignore wave-fronts in the 
wave-rule. 
The weakening of wave-rules can result in the capture of an inner wave- 
front nested beneath an outer one. The inner one goes from being in the 
wave-hole of the outer one to being within its wave-front proper. We say 
the inner wave-front is inside the outer one. Contrast this situation with 
the nesting beneath described in Section 2.4. Inside wave-fronts are merged 
with the outer wave-front--all their wave-front annotation being dropped. 
3.5. Simplification of wave-fronts 
Some of the multi-wave-rules call for identical wave-fronts at different 
positions with the induction conclusion, e.g. rule (13) in Example 2 calls 
for each side of an equation to start with ~ .  As a result of earlier 
rewriting it sometimes happens that an induction conclusion has equal, but 
not identical, wave-fronts at these positions. An example occurs during the 
proof of the distributivity law of x over +, 
[x× (y + z) + (y + z) =[ ( (x×y + x× z) + y)+ 
which prevents the application of rule ( 15 ). 
To reduce the chances of this problem blocking a ripple, CLAM regularly 
simplifies wave-fronts by applying a simple normalisation tactic to them. The 
details of this normalisation are beyond the scope of this paper, but it consists 
of symbolic evaluation with recursive definitions and other complexity- 
reducing rewrite rules. Note that this normalisation process must be applied 
to the wave-fronts without perturbing their wave-holes. These wave-holes 
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form part of the skeleton and any perturbation will prevent he application 
of strong fertilization, unless it is applied uniformly to all skeletons and to 
the induction hypothesis. 
4. Weak fertilization and rippling-in 
4.1. Example of a blocked ripple 
Weak fertilization is useful when a rippling process gets blocked on one 
side of an equation or equivalence and strong fertilization is not possible. 
Consider, for instance, the theorem 
VX:nat. half(X + X) = X, 
where half is the half integer function defined by: 
half(O) = O, 
half(s(O)) = O, 
half(s(s(U) ) ) = s(half(U) ). 
This definition provides the wave-rule: 
half([s(s(U) )J) =~ Is(half(U))]. (24) 
Suppose we try to prove the theorem with s (x) induction, so the induction 
hypothesis i
half(x + x) = x, 
and the induction conclusion is 
half(F(-~ + [~C ~)  = ~(-~. 
The rule (4) applies to the left-hand side of the induction conclusion, which 
ripples the left-most wave-front once. The induction conclusion becomes 
half( s(x + ~)))))))~) ) = ~-~.  (25) 
At this point no further wave-rules apply and the ripple is blocked. Note 
that the wave-rule required to unblock this ripple is 
U + ~  ~ s(U + V) ,  (26) 
a commuted version of (4). For the sake of this example we are assuming 
that this rule is not available. 
Fortunately, the right-hand side of (25) is trivially fully rippled, so we 
can apply weak fertilization to get 
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half(s(x + s(x) ) )  = s(half(x + x))  ~. 
After strong fertilization, wave-fronts are removed since they have fully 
completed their job. After weak fertilization they may still have a role to 
perform on the unblocked side of the equation, i.e. the right-hand side in 
this example, so we have left them in place on this side. Their residual role 
is to be rippled in by applying reversible wave-rules right to left. We have 
indicated this by annotating the wave-front with the direction in which it 
should be rippled: inwards. 7 Wave-fronts that should be rippled outwards 
will be annotated by an upwards arrow. Rippling-in is our second extension 
to rippling-out. 
4.2. Why rippling-in is a good idea 
To see why rippling-in is a good idea, consider the following generic 
induction step case. The induction hypothesis has the following schematic 
form: 
+ + + + + + + = *******  
and the induction conclusion is: 
[]T + + + T + ++ = *** ***.  (27) 
Suppose that the right-hand side of the induction conclusion can be fully 
rippled but the left-hand side becomes blocked: 
+ +1?+ + +? I t+ + = 1?*******~1 ; .  . (28) 
Fertilizing the right-hand side gives: 
++7+++:++ =1:+++++++:[~. (29) 
Note that the + + + + + + + skeletons on either side of the = are identical, 
but that the ?? wave-fronts may differ. The intuition is that since the two 
sides of equation (29) are so similar it will be easier to prove than the 
original equation, (27), in which the two sides may be completely different. 
If the wave-front surrounding the right-hand side can be rippled in towards 
the induction variable, then the induction conclusion can be transformed to
the form 
++?+ ++?+ + = +?+ + + ++?+,  
where the wave-front has been dropped since no further rippling-in is pos- 
sible. At this point the outermost function symbols on the left and right are 
70r downwards in the graphical representation. 
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bound to be identical since they each belong to identical + + + + + + + 
skeletons. Thus, they may be cancelled, reducing the induction conclusion 
to 
+?+ ++?+ = ?+ + + ++?.  (30) 
The aim of rippling-in is to enable this cancellation to take place. In CLAM, 
rippling-in and cancellation are interleaved until no further cancellation is
possible. The intuition is that equation (30) is even easier to prove than 
equation (29) because it is syntactically simpler, while retaining the property 
that the two sides of the equation are very similar. 
Another way to look at rippling-in is as a technique for bi-directional 
rippling-out. Ideally, both sides of the equation would ripple-out fully. The 
left-hand side would then have the form, 
?+ + + + + + +? T, 
which is the same form as the right-hand side after fertilization, cf. equation 
(29). Unfortunately, the left-hand side gets blocked at: 
+ +17+ + +?IT+ +. 
Rippling-in starts from 
I?+ + + + + + +?l ~ 
and performs what would have been the last few rippling-outs in reverse to 
get: 
+[?+ + + + +?1~+. 
Note that the final subgoal, equation (30), could be made into a wave-rule. 
In fact, if this wave-rule were available the rippling-out would not have been 
blocked, since it is just what is needed to continue rippling the left-hand 
side of equation (28). It is the missing wave-rule--or, more accurately, an 
instance of one such missing wave-rule. 
4. 3. Example of rippling-in and lemma discovery 
To illustrate rippling-in we return to our half integer example just after 
weak fertilization: 
half(s(x + s(x) ) )  = s(half(x + x))]  ~. 
Rippling-in can he performed by applying wave-rule (24) right to left. This 
gives 
+ s(x) ) )  = half([s(s(x + x.))]~), half(s(x 
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after which further ippling-in would not assist cancellation. The wave-fronts 
are now dropped and the outermost function symbols cancelled to give 
x + s(x)  = s(x + x). (31) 
This remaining subgoal is proved by generalising the second occurrence of 
x on each side of the equation to y and then using s(x)  induction. The 
details of this generalisation step are beyond the scope of this paper. 
Note that the subgoal (31) that remains, after weak fertilization and 
rippling-in, is an instance of the missing wave-rule (26). This is not a 
coincidence. In fact, we can see from the above analysis that if a ripple 
is blocked for the lack of a single wave-rule, and if weak fertilization and 
rippling-in succeed, then the subgoal they leave is bound to be an instance of 
the missing rule. In proving this subgoal, CLAM often starts by generalising 
it into the missing wave-rule. After the proof it is added to CLAM's stock 
of wave-rules for future use, so ripples will not block for the lack of this 
rule in future. We will refer to this phenomenon as the 'in-line' proof of 
wave-rules. It shows the power of our proof plans technique to conjecture 
and prove lemmas needed to complete a proof. 
4.4. Controlling rippling-in 
Controlling rippling-in raises a couple of complications that are not already 
present in rippling-out. 
• Firstly, there may be a choice between different inwards directions. For 
instance, an expression q (/t (a, fl))]l may be rippled in to 
/t (~-)))))~, fl ) or/z (c~, ~+) .  either 
Fortunately, we can be guided by the shape of the other side of the 
equation. For cancellation to be possible this should have either the 
form # (a ... .  ) or the form/t (. . . .  fl), and whichever it is will determine 
which rippling-in we perform. 
• Secondly, we need to know when to stop. Again, we only ripple in if 
this will allow cancellation to take place. For instance, if the equation 
is 
/z(~,~"(/~)) = ~(~(~,/~))]1 
and the only available wave-rule will ripple in the right-hand side to 
then rippling-in is stopped. 
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• Thirdly, not all wave-rules can be legally applied right to left, e.g. if they 
are formed from implications, then they can only be used left to right 
on subformulae of positive polarity and right to left on subformulae of 
negative polarity. Similar remarks hold for inequalities. We call such 
wave-rules irreversible. Note that wave-rules formed from equalities and 
equivalencies are always reversible. For irreversible wave-rules CLAM 
uses a general notion of polarity to determine in which orientation and 
to which subexpressions they can be legally applied. For instance, for 
wave-rules formed from implications the polarity of a subformulae is 
the parity of the number of implicit or explicit negations within which 
it is contained, e.g. in -~p A q ~ r, p and r are of positive polarity and 
q is of negative polarity. For wave-rules formed from inequalities the 
polarity corresponds to the monotonicity of the functions containing 
the subexpression. 
In Sections 6.3 and 11.2.2 we will meet a variation of rippling-in that 
uses a different kind of wave-rule. 
5. Conditional wave rules 
Our third extension is to allow conditional wave-rules, i.e. wave-rules that 
are only true under some condition. They have the form: 
Cond ~ LHS ~ RHS, 
where LHS ~ RHS is a wave-rule and Cond is a formula. 
If the condition of a rule is provable from the current hypotheses, then, 
clearly, we can use the rule. But even if it is not currently provable we 
can still use the rule provided we divide the proof into two cases using 
the condition and its negation. The condition is then trivially provable in 
the first case. So a major problem to be solved in the use of conditional 
rules is when to try to prove the condition within the current case (either 
immediately or later) and when to use the condition to split the current 
case into two subcases. 
As a partial solution to this problem, related conditional rules are stored, 
by CLAM, in covering sets of the form 
Condx 
• . . ,  . 1~( ~( f l l '  flPl,)l " ", ~n(fln, ~Pn) RHS,, 
Condk --+ 
. . . . .  ,e,A) t . . . .  . . . .  ) RHs , 
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where RHSt is either of the form 
q, i , r, I i(~(~ ',. . . ,~q°) ... .  ,~1(~' , . . . ,~2))  
with 1 <~ qj, rj <~ pj for 1 ~< j ~< n and 1 ~< i ~< k, or is an expression ot 
containing ~/and where we require that 
Condl v . . .  v Condk 
and where for each 1 ~< i ~< n there exists a wave-front ~i which subsumes 
the wave-fronts ~ for all 1 ~< j ~< k, where the ~i's are the wave-fronts 
to be rippled out in the induction conclusion. A wave-front ~ subsumes a
wave-front ~' if ~ consists of nested copies of~'. For instance, the wave-front 
s (s (...) ) subsumes the wave-front s (...). Note that two consecutive ripples 
of s(.--) will ripple s(s( . - . ) )  once. 
Note that it is not always possible to form a covering set from conditional 
wave-rules alone. Some conditional rules in a covering set will be conditional 
wave-rules and some will be conditional, non-recursive definitions of ~/. See, 
for instance, the covering set for E in Example 3. 
Now that wave-rules can be conditional it is necessary to add an additional 
item to the preconditions of wave-rule application (Definition 2). 
Definition 3 (Preconditions of applying conditional wave-rules). The pre- 
conditions of applying a conditional wave-rule to rewrite a subexpression of
the induction conclusion are that: 
• the left-hand side of the rule matches the subexpression; 
• the subexpression contains at least one wave-front; 
• each wave-front in the subexpression is matched with a wave-front in 
the rule; and 
• the condition of the wave-rule is provable from the current hypotheses. 
Some examples of conditional rules are given below. 
Example 3 (Conditional wave-rules). 
E l=  H -~ El E ( ~ )  ~ true, 
EI ~ H ~ EI E ( ~ )  ~ E1E T~ 
H ES --, (~)NS ~ [H  (TnS]) ,  
-~H E S ~ ( ~ )  n S ~ T f3 S. 
These two covering sets of conditional rules are taken from the definitions 
of set membership and the intersection of two sets, respectively. Sets are 
represented as lists, so H :: T is the set formed by adding element H to the 
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set T. Note that in the E set only the second rule is a conditional wave-rule, 
but that in the n set both rules are. 
When applying conditional wave-rules CLAM proceeds as follows. 
• If the condition is a variant of one of the existing hypotheses of the 
current case, then the rule can be applied with no further work. 
• Else if the rule is a member of a covering set, then the current case is 
split into subcases using the conditions of that set. 
• Otherwise, the condition is set up as an additional subgoal. 
In this way we avoid dividing into subcases unless each of the subcases is 
likely to succeed. Since, for each subcase, there is a conditional rule whose 
condition is satisfied, then one of the following two situations will obtain. 
• If the rule for a subcase is a conditional wave-rule, then rippling-out 
can continue. 
• If the right-hand side of the rule for a subcase does not contain r/, then 
the rule provides a non-recursive definition of r/ in this case and the 
proof proceeds by symbolic evaluation (see [6]) rather than induction. 
This gives some assurance of success in each subcase. 
This is only a partial solution to the problems of using conditional rules. 
We do not invest much effort into proving the condition in the current case 
before giving up and dividing into cases. Thus, we will sometimes create an 
unnecessary case split. 
To illustrate the use of conditional wave-rules consider the theorem: 
VA:nat.V B:set ( nat ).V C :set (nat).  
AEBAAEC~AEBNC.  
The induction conclusion of this theorem is 
Consider the second wave-front. Assume that the only matching wave-rules 
are the covering set for ~ in Example 3. We can use this covering set to 
suggest a division into two cases, each of which has some assurance of 
success. After dividing into these two cases and applying the conditional 
wave-rules we get: 
eEc  ~- aE~/XaEc~aE e'" (bnc) ,  
-~eEc F- aE~AaEc~aEbnc .  
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The remaining wave-fronts can be rippled out once, each with the wave- 
rule 
X c ~  ~ IX= HVXc  T I. 
This gives 
eEc F- ( la :eVacb l )  Aa~c-~la :evacbnc l ,  
-,eEc ~- ( la=eva~bl )  Aa~c-~a~bnc ,  
and the wave-fronts introduced by this rule can be beached with various 
propositional wave-rules, e.g. the distributive law of A over V. The second 
case, for example, becomes: 
(a =eAaCc-~aEbnc)  A 
~eEc F- (acbAacc -~aEbNc)  
After strong fertilization this leaves the residue 
-~eEc ~- (a=eAaEc~acbnc)  Atrue, 
which can be readily proved. The first case is similar. 
6. Rippling-sideways into sinks 
Our fourth extension is to consider a third way in which rippling can suc- 
cessfully terminate. In our examples o far we have transformed universally 
quantified variables into skolem constants in both induction hypothesis and 
induction conclusion. However, universally quantified non-induction vari- 
ables can be transformed into free variables in the induction hypothesis and 
skolem constants in the induction conclusion. These free variables are not 
constrained to be matched to their corresponding skolem constants during 
fertilization--they can be matched to any expressions. 
This significantly increases the options open to the theorem prover. Wave- 
fronts can be rippled sideways to surround the skolem constants, which we 
will call sinks. These sinks absorb the new wave-fronts and the engorged sinks 
can then be matched to the corresponding free variables during fertilization. 
In principle, this rippling-sideways can always be done using ordinary wave- 
rules: first applied forwards, then applied backwards. In practice, not all 
the required wave-rules are likely to be available, and the central part 
of the rippling must be done by a new kind of wave-rule. We will call 
these new kinds of wave-rule transverse wave-rules, and we will rename the 
original wave-rules as longitudinal wave-rules. This terminology of sideways, 
transverse, and longitudinal is natural in the graphical representation of
rippling, cf. Fig. 4. 
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6.1. The format of transverse wave-rules 
A simple transverse wave-rule is a rewrite rule of the form 
i.e. it moves a wave-front from one argument of the function q to another 
one. q, ~, and ~ are each a non-empty term with a distinguished argument. 
If ~ were empty, then the rule would be a longitudinal wave-rule, cf. format 
(3) with ~ empty. Note the directional annotations on the wave-fronts. 
These reflect the fact that the purpose of applying a transverse wave-rule 
is to reverse the outwards direction of the original wave-front and send it 
inwards towards a sink. 
Just as for longitudinal rules, the simple transverse wave form can be 
generalised, to give the multi-wave form 
Cond--+ q(~T, . .  -, ~T , / / I  ' . -- ,  //m) 
=:> Y/(/-/1 . . . . .  ~ n , ~  j" . . . . .  ~rn(l/rn) +) (32) 
although, we cannot generalise this to wave-fronts with multiple wave-holes 
or to multiple q's. A longitudinal wave-front would be required on the left- 
hand side to contain multiple q's. Without multiple ~/'s we require a 1-1 
mapping between the/~'s and u's on the left- and right-hand sides, and this 
prevents multiple wave-holes. However, these restrictions are lifted when we 
consider hybrid transverse and longitudinal wave-rules in Section 8. 
Note that each transverse wave-rule has a reverse dual which is also a 
transverse wave-rule. This reverse dual is formed by exchanging the left- 
hand side and right-hand side expressions and inverting the directional 
annotations, i.e. the reverse dual of format (32) above is 
Cond --+ ~l(#l . . . . .  i tn ,~T, . . . ,  ~rn(l/m) T) 
==k /~(~$ . . . . .  ~$ , / /1  . . . . .  /-/m )• 
However, care must be taken if the original rule is irreversible, e.g. if it 
is based on implication or inequality (see Section 4.4, third bullet). If an 
irreversible wave-rule can be applied to subexpressions of positive polarity, 
then its reverse dual can be applied to subexpressions of negative polarity, 
and vice versa. The use of both a transverse wave-rule and its reverse dual 
does not lead to looping because of the sense of direction imposed by the 
preconditions of rippling-sideways ( ee Section 6.3). 
The preconditions for applying both conditional transverse wave-rules are 
the same as those for conditional ongitudinal wave-rules (Definition 3) 
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except hat we must now check for the directional annotation on the wave- 
front. 
Definition 4 (Preconditions of applying directional wave-rules). The precon- 
ditions of applying a directional wave-rule to rewrite a subexpression f the 
induction conclusion are that: 
• the left-hand side of the rule matches the subexpression; 
• the subexpression contains at least one wave-front; 
• each wave-front in the subexpression is matched with a wave-front of 
the same kind in the rule; and 
• the condition of the wave-rule is provable from the current hypotheses. 
Some examples of transverse wave-rules are given below. 
Example 4 (Transverse wave-rules). 
([~, ~> v] )> ~> w ~ u ~> (I V ~> ~1~), 
c, <> (Iv <> ~I  ) ) .  ([__v <> v]~> <> ~v, 
(33) 
qrev( Hd"T IT ,L )  ~ qrev(Tl,~lHd::L[ +), 
qrev(Tl, lHd" LI T) ~ qrev( Hd"  Tl+,L). 
Two pairs of transverse wave-rules are shown. The members of each pair 
are reverse duals. The first pair is formed from the associative law of list 
append, where <> is infix append. This shows that associative laws can be 
interpreted as transverse wave-rules as well as longitudinal wave-rules (cf. 
rules (7) and (8) in Example 1 ). The second pair is formed from the step 
case of the tail-recursive definition of list reversal. Tail-recursive definitions 
which use accumulators are a major source of transverse wave-rules. 
6.2. A worked example 
To illustrate rippling-sideways, consider the following example. Let unary 
rev be the naive list reversal function and binary qrev be the tail recursive 
list reversal function, so that the following rewrite rules are available. 
rev(nil) ~ nil, 
rev( Hd "" T/] T) =~ rev(Tl) <> (Hd "" nil) T; (34) 
qrev(nil, L) ~ L, 
qrev(]Hd "" TI]T,L) =~ qrev(Tl,lnd "" L[I). (35) 
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The second argument of qrev is an accumulator. Note that (34) is a longi- 
tudinal wave-rule and (35) is a transverse wave-rule. 
Consider the following theorem connecting these two list reversal func- 
tions. 
VL:list(nat).VM:list(nat). rev(L) <> M = qrev(L, M). 
To prove this theorem let L be the induction variable. The other universally 
quantified variable, M, will become a skolem constant in the induction con- 
clusion (represented by m) and a free variable in the induction hypothesis 
(represented by M). Note that when the induction hypothesis is used to 
fertilize the induction conclusion it is not necessary for M to be instantiated 
to m. M can take any value, provided all occurrences of M are instantiated 
to identical values. This suggests a new way to prevent he wave-fronts from 
obstructing fertilization. They can be rippled sideways and inwards until 
they are absorbed by the sink m. Fertilization will then instantiate M to m 
and its surrounding wave-front. We will annotate the sink, m, with LmJ, in 
order to signify that it is a target for wave-fronts. 
So, by the discussion above, the induction hypothesis is 
rev(l) <> M = qrev(l,M), (36) 
where M is a free variable, and the induction conclusion is 
rev(~ T) <> Lm] = qrev(~ t, [mJ). 
To make the induction conclusion match the induction hypothesis we will 
ripple the two wave-fronts sideways o that each surrounds an LmJ. Applying 
rule (35) does this to the right-hand side wave-front in one step. 
rev(~ T) <> LmJ = qrev(l, [~$ J  ). 
We draw the sink annotation outside the wave-front o show that it has 
absorbed the wave-front. 
Rippling the left-hand wave-front is more difficult. First, (34) is applied 
to ripple the wave-front out: 
([rev(l) <> (h "'nil)it)<> LmJ = qr v<,, >. 
Second, wave-rule (33), the associativity of <>, is used to ripple the wave- 
front sideways to the left hand LmJ: 
ILl (h " n,,) <> "l*J  / = are (Z, ). 
Third, normalisation is applied to simplify the wave-fronts in the sinks 
and make them identical. This rewrites (h :: nil) <> m to h :: m on 
the left-hand side. This permits strong fertilization to match the induction 
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hypothesis, (36), to the induction conclusion, which instantiates M to h :: m. 
and completes the step case. 
6.3. Control of rippling-sideways 
Rippling-sideways is controlled as follows. Initially, all wave-fronts are an- 
notated as outward directed waves. When a transverse wave-rule is applied, 
the new wave-fronts are all annotated as inwards directed (cf. the general 
format of transverse wave-rules above). The wave-holes of each of these 
new inwards wave-fronts must contain a sink, otherwise the transverse rule 
application is not permitted. Only rippling-in is permitted to move these 
inward directed wave-fronts. The version of rippling-in used at this stage 
is controlled differently from the version described in Section 4. Instead 
of wave-fronts being directed in order to enable cancellation, they are di- 
rected towards the sinks in their wave-holes. Rippling-in terminates when 
all inward directed wave-fronts are absorbed into these sinks. The effect 
of this control is that wave-fronts are first rippled out, then sideways and 
then in towards sinks. A diagrammatic representation f a simple case of 
this process is given in Fig. 4. Finally, the engorged sinks are simplified to 
facilitate fertilization. For fertilization to succeed each occurrence of a uni- 
versally quantified variable in the induction hypothesis must match against 
an identical sink. Simplifying wave-fronts can turn equal wave-fronts into 
identical ones, as in the third stage of the example above. 
The strong direction imposed on rippling by the directional annotation of 
wave-fronts prevents looping. Once a wave-front has started to move towards 
a sink it cannot move backwards just because there is a rule available to so 
move it. This explains why the presence of both a transverse wave-rule and 
its reverse dual does not cause a loop. This is another example of how the 
use of wave annotations and the preconditions of rippling tame a potentially 
explosive set of rewrite rules. 
However, the presence of both longitudinal nd transverse wave-rules does 
introduce a new cause of branching into rippling. It is now possible to have 
a longitudinal and a transverse wave-rule both meet the preconditions of 
rippling, so that there is a genuine choice in the search space. Moreover, 
these choices do not lead to slight variants of the same proof, as in our 
previous examples of such choice. If they do both lead to proofs, they will be 
significantly different ones. An example of a pair of alternative wave-rules 
is: 
+ Is(u + 
In Section 4 we described the use of longitudinal wave-rules applied 
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Fig. 4. Stages of transverse rippling. The four expression trees how the expression before, 
during and after rippling-sideways. Sinks are indicated by circle nodes and wave-fronts by 
square nodes, as in Fig. 3. r/ is the least upper bound of the wave-front and sink. # and u 
are the immediate daughters of r/ in the direction of the wave-front and sink, respectively. In 
Stage-1 the wave-front has been rippled out until it is between the # and r/nodes. In Stage-2 it 
has been rippled sideways so that it is between the u and r/ nodes. In After it has been rippled 
in to the sink. 
backwards after weak fertilization to enable cancellation of identical func- 
tions from either side of an equation or similar formula. We called this 
rippling-in. There is an equivalent process for the backwards 8 application 
of  transverse wave-rules. Wave-fronts are rippled sideways out of sinks to 
enable cancellation. The control of  this process is almost identical to that 
described in Section 4.4. An illustration of this process can be found in 
Section 11.2.2. 
6.4. Tail-recursion and transverse wave-rules 
We noted in Example 4 that the step cases of tail-recursive functions 
which use accumulators are a good source of transverse wave-rules. This 
is more than just a coincidence. The movement of a wave-front from 
recursion variable to accumulator is what defines the use of  an accumulator 
to achieve tail-recursive behaviour. This definition then provides a wave-rule 
that moves a wave-front from induction variable to sink. Each occurrence 
of an accumulator provides a sink. Moreover, the verification, synthesis, 
or transformation of functions using accumulators usually requires rippling- 
sideways during any inductive proofs. Otherwise, the function's recursive 
SExcept note that an inverted transverse wave-rule is still a transverse wave-rule, so this is a 
another kind of ripple-sideways. 
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definition cannot be used in the proof. The qrev example above illustrates 
this. 
7. Rippling-across and destructor inductions 
Our fifth extension is to adapt rippling to proofs by destructor induction. 
In all the proofs considered so far the induction rules have been in the 
constructor style, that is the induction hypothesis has been of the form 
~(Z) and the induction conclusion has been of the form ~(c(X)) ,  for 
some constructor function, c. This neglects proofs in the destructor style of 
induction, that is where the induction conclusion has the form c~(X) and 
there are one or more induction hypotheses, each of the form ~(d(z ) )  for 
some destructor function, d. Many functions can only be defined using a 
destructor style of recursion, e.g. quicksort, and for these the destructor style 
of induction is usually more natural. 
One approach to rippling in destructor induction proofs is to ripple 
forwards on the induction hypotheses rather than rippling backwards on the 
induction conclusion. We have attempted this approach. It is described in 
[9]. The difficulty is in using a rippled induction hypothesis, ~(qS(Z)) I, to 
prove the induction conclusion, qS(Z). Unless ~ is empty, no fertilization is 
possible, so the overall inductive proof plan breaks down. 
In this paper we take another approach--we ripple the wave-front across 
from the hypotheses to the conclusion, and then ripple the induction con- 
clusion as before. This rippling-across consists of two stages: 
• Creation. A new kind of wave-rule is applied to the induction conclusion 
which creates a wave-front and some anti-wave-fronts, where none of 
these wave-fronts was present before. Anti-wave-fronts are wave-fronts 
annotated with a " - "  sign instead of a "I" or "l". We call this new kind 
of rule a creational rule. Some examples of creational rules are given 
in Example 5. A condition of creational rule application is that each 
new anti-wave-front in the induction conclusion must correspond to an 
old wave-front in the induction hypotheses. By "correspond" we mean 
that not only must the wave-front and anti-wave-front match, but they 
must occur at the same relative position in their respective xpressions. 
This means that if the wave-front, ~-~...~T, occurs within the induction 
hypothesis, 
then the creational rule must have the form 
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• Neutralisation. The annotations on the anti-wave-fronts and their corre- 
sponding old wave-fronts in the induction hypotheses are both removed. 
These (anti-)wave-fronts are said to be neutralised. 
The general format of creational rules is: 
Cond ~ q(ul . . . . .  /Jm) 
. . .  lm( -), 
.... q (~- ,  .... ~ k(/J m___) -)) 
j~ 
where Cond is a formula and q, the ~i s, and ff are terms with distinguished 
arguments. ~ may be empty, but the ff{'s and q must not be. The ~ {'s are 
the new anti-wave-fronts and ~ is the new wave-front. 
The preconditions for applying creational wave-rules require two new 
items in addition to those for conditional wave-rules (Definition 4). We 
postpone giving these until Section 8, Definition 5, where the final set of 
preconditions i given for a general form of wave-rule. 
Example 5 ( Creational wave rules). 
U#O --, 
U#O ~ U+V 
x # nil 
conscells ( U ) 
s (consce l l s (~- )  
I I  
U 
+ v)  , 
+ conscells ( ~ - )  ) T, 
x # nil ~ len(U) ~ s(len( )) 
Creational rules are mainly extracted from destructor-style r cursive def- 
initions. For instance, the last three rules above are extracted from the 
destructor-style r cursive definitions of +, conscells, and len, respectively. 
The first rule is from a lemma about s and p. 
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7. I. A simple example 
Here is an example destructor induction step case from the proof of the 
associativity of +. The destructor-style d finition of + is as follows: 
U+ V = i fU  = 0then V 
else s (p(U)  + V) 
From this definition we can readily extract he following creational rule: 
U#O~U+V ~ s( +V)  , 
which is used twice in the first step of the proof as follows (the induction 
hypothesis i  to the left of the F- and the induction conclusion is to its right): 
[~5~T + (y + :)  = (~f)~T + >') + : 
F-x+ (y+z)  = (x+y)  +z ,  
D-~ T + (y + z) = i[~5/~ t + y) + z 
~- s( + (y+z) )  = s( +y)  +z ,  
p(x)  + (y + z) = (p(x)  + y) + z 
+ (~, + z))  T = [s(p(x~ +y)]T + z. s (p(x )  
The last step is not an object-level inference, but the purely meta-level 
neutralisation of the (anti-)wave-fronts. 
7.2. The application of creational wave-rules 
Rippling-across i applied immediately after any application of destructor 
style induction. It rewrites the induction conclusion into a form to which 
the other forms of rippling are applicable and neutralises wave-fronts in the 
induction hypotheses. Each of the wave-fronts in each induction hypothesis 
is considered in turn. Let C be the set of creational rules with corresponding 
anti-wave-fronts. 
If C is empty for some wave-front in some induction hypothesis, then this 
hypothesis is unusable, so it is labelled "unviable" and is not considered 
further. Otherwise, each of the rules in C is considered in turn. The subex- 
pression, ~/(X), in the induction conclusion, ~bOl(X)), is rewritten with this 
rule. Each of the newly introduced anti-wave-fronts and their corresponding 
wave-fronts in viable induction hypotheses are neutralised. Note that we 
attempt to neutralise all new anti-wave-fronts and not just the one that 
triggered the rule application. Note also that corresponding wave-fronts in 
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several induction hypotheses may be neutralised and not just the one that 
triggered the rule application. Note finally that induction hypotheses may be 
discovered to be unviable after an anti-wave-front has been neutralised with 
one of its wave-fronts. This neutralisation must be undone, and another way 
must be sought to neutralise the anti-wave-front. 
This process succeeds if at least one induction hypothesis remains viable 
and all its wave-fronts are neutralised. If any anti-wave-front in the induction 
conclusion remains unneutralised, then it is merged with the wave-front that 
immediately surrounds it. This merging process is identical to that used in 
the weakening of wave-rules (see Section 3.4). 
7. 3. A more complex example 
To illustrate this process, consider the following example, which has been 
chosen to exhibit all the various complications. The theorem to be proved 
is 
VL:list(nat). conscells(L ) >1 len(L ), 
where conscells counts the number of cons cells used in a list and len counts 
its length. Suppose we try to prove this with a car/cdr destructor induction 
on lists. The step case will be: 
l ~ nil, 
conscells ( ~ t )  >/ len (~T) ,  
conscells (~T  ) >1 len (~T ) 
~-conscells(l) >1 len(l). 
Note that there are two induction hypotheses. We will refer to them as the 
car induction hypothesis and the cdr induction hypothesis, respectively. 
The only relevant creational rules are 
x ~ nil 
conscells ( U ) 
s ( consce l l s (~- )  + consce l l s (~-  )) t, 
x~ nil ~ len(U) ~ s(len( )) 
We consider, in turn, each of the wave-fronts in each of the induction 
hypotheses. Consider the first wave-front of the car induction hypothesis. 
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The conscells rule has a corresponding anti-wave-front. Applying it produces: 
1 ¢ nil, 
conscells (~T  ) >1 len (~r  ) 
] + ~- s (consce l l s (~- )  + consce l l s (~- )  ) >1 len(I). 
Each of the two new anti-wave-fronts neutralises with a corresponding wave- 
front in one of the two induction hypotheses. 
l ~ nil, 
(car (l) ) >1 len (~T ), conscells 
conscells(cdr(1) ) >1 len(~ T) 
~- s (conscells (car (l) ) + conscells (cdr (l) ) ) IT >1 len (l). 
Now consider the second wave-front of the car induction hypothesis. Note 
that neither of the creational rules contains an anti-wave-front corresponding 
to this wave-front, so the car induction hypothesis labeled "unviable" and 
takes no further part in the proof. We will delete it. The car anti-wave-front 
created by the conscells rule was neutralised by a wave-front in this unviable 
induction hypothesis. Since this car anti-wave-front cannot be neutralised 
in any other way in must be reinstated. So the current proof state is: 
1 ¢ nil, 
conscells(cdr(l) ) >1 len(~ t ) 
~- [ s (consce l l s (~- )  + conscells(cdr(I) ) T >1 len(l). 
Now consider the second wave-front of the cdr induction hypothesis. The 
len rule has a corresponding anti-wave-front. Applying it and neutralising 
the corresponding wave- and anti-wave-fronts produces 
l ~ nil, 
conscells(cdr(l ) ) >~ len (cdr(l) ) 
T 
F- s (consce l l s (~- )  ) + conscells(cdr(l) ) 
>t Is (len(cdr(l) ) T. 
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The induction conclusion now contains an unneutralised anti-wave-front. 
This must be merged with the wave-front hat immediately surrounds it, to 
produce 
[s ( conscells (car ( l ) ) + conscells (cdr ( l ) ) ) IT >1 s ( len (cdr ( l ) ) ) T 
Constructor-style rippling can now be brought to bear on the induction 
conclusion using the longitudinal wave-rules: 
v, 
~--~T >~ W =~ V >~ W. 
To apply these rules it is necessary first to split the left-hand side wave-front, 
s ( conscells (car (l) ) + conscells (cdr (l) ) T ) 
>1 [s(len(cdr(l) ) ) T 
and ripple each wave-front out separately. Strong fertilization then applies, 
completing the step case. 
8. A general format for wave-rules 
We have now introduced three different kinds of wave-rule--longitudinal, 
transverse, and creational--each of which can also be conditional. In the 
search for more power we have lost some of the original simplicity of rip- 
pling. There seems to be a danger that this complexity will grow indefinitely. 
In this section we try to reduce the complexity by defining a general format 
which includes all three kinds of wave-rule. 
8.1. Combining the formats 
As a starting point we repeat below the forms of the three different kinds 
of wave-rules: 
• Longitudinal: 
Cond 
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• Transverse: 
Cond 
, ( ~ T  . . . .  ,~~,L t l , .  . . , L /m)  
=~ T I ( I / l , . . . , J~n ,~ ~ . . . .  , ~m(/Jrn) J') 
• Creational: 
Cond 
q(Ul,...,Um) 
i (~(~- ' ' "  ., ~(~',~ -), T. 
These three formats can be generalised to 
Cond 
T T 
~(~l(Ul .... u~ ) ..... ~.(,u. ~ ..... ~")  ., __  , Pl , t J l , . .  P l ,  t l l+ l , . . . , l Jm)  
. . . . .  . ,~ ,  : ,~ ,5 ,+, (  ,+I__A_, : _~,_  Z ~ ~(0 ( '~ 11 . . . . .  W 1 - - 1 V $ .L 
,~uk - - k .... ~(~ . . . . . .  ~ ..... ~ ,  ~,÷,(,+,) ~,.... ~v~ ~) 
where each zv/ is either an unrippled wave-front, 
or is one of the wave-holes, ~t I. For each j ,  at least one o /  must be a 
wave-hole. Cond is a formula, t/, the (i's, (, and the (~s are terms with 
distinguished arguments. ( may be empty, but the ~i's, ({'s and t/ must 
not be. For notational convenience, but without loss of generality, we have 
ordered the arguments of t /so that the outwards wave-fronts are the first n, 
the anti-waves are the next l and the inwards wave-fronts are the last m - l .  
Either n, m, or l may be 0. If  m = 0, then the rule is purely longitudinal. 
If  n = 0 and l = m, then the rule is purely creational. If ( is empty and 
l = 0, then pg = 1 and the rule is purely transverse. 
This generalised form also increases the power of rippling, since it allows 
hybrid wave-rules, e.g. rules that are partly longitudinal and partly transverse, 
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for instance 
F 5-q 
UO n T, 
"= i=O ~ 
or partly longitudinal and partly creational, for instance 
quicksort (~t  ) 
I quicksort__(( smaller (h t_l) l- ) 1'" 
[ <> (hd :: quicksort( -~t~er(hd, tl)]-)) 
Rippling-out, rippling-sideways, and rippling-across are combined in CLAM 
as the selective application of wave-rules in the above general format. The 
wave annotations determine what sort of rippling takes place, with hybrid 
forms of rippling happening in a natural way. In practice, all ~{ wave-fronts 
are labeled as inward directed. Whether they are treated as anti-wave-fronts 
depends on whether there is a wave-front to be neutralised in the induction 
hypothesis. 
8.2. Rippling-in 
Rippling-in applies general wave-rules from right to left. When used for 
rippling-in, the wave-front directional annotations are different from that 
given above. So rippling-in applies--left to right--waves of the form 
Cond 
1 . . . .  ) . . . . .  
?~( ~1 (,//A . . . .  ,fliP1) + . . . . .  ~n (UI__, . . . .  fl p" ) J',/Jl . . . . .  //rn) 
where the range of the symbols is as before, except hat ( must not be empty, 
since purely transverse rules are not used for rippling-in. The direction of 
the (/wave-fronts can be either inwards or outwards. 
8. 3. Applying eneralised rippling 
We have implemented rippling as a single tactic that applies general 
wave-rules left to right or right to left. It analyses the current induction 
conclusion and chooses a rule which will move the wave-fronts in a desirable 
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direction while keeping the skeleton intact. This generalised ripple tactic 
embodies, as special cases, rippling-out, rippling-sideways, rippling-across, 
and rippling-in. Despite the complications of applying wave-rules in both 
left/right orientations, the duplication of skeletons, the choice of directions 
to ripple in, etc., the ripple tactic always terminates. This is proved in 
Appendix A. 
The preconditions of generalised rippling are the same as those for con- 
ditional rippling (Definition 3), but with two additional items for dealing 
with creational rippling. 
Definition 5 (Preconditions of applying generalised wave-rules). The pre- 
conditions of applying a generalised wave-rule to rewrite a subexpression of
the induction conclusion are that: 
• the left-hand side of the rule matches the subexpression; 
• the subexpression contains at least one wave-front; 
• each wave-front in the subexpression is matched with a wave-front of 
the same kind in the rule; 
• (l'the wave-rule contains an anti-wave-front, then at least one neutralisa- 
tion must occur. 
• after neutralisation at least one viable induction hypothesis remains." 
• after merging unneutralised anti-wave-fronts here exists at least one 
instance of the skeleton in the new induction conclusion, and 
• the condition of the wave-rule is provable from the current hypotheses. 
The generalised ripple tactic does not embody our last extension: existential 
rippling. Nor is existential rippling guaranteed to terminate. This form of 
rippling extends generalised rippling and is still under development. We 
describe its current state in the next section. 
9. Rippling under existential quantifiers 
The ripple tactic developed so far is suitable for proving theorems con- 
taining universal quantifiers, but it cannot cope with existential quantifiers. 
The problem is that the witness of an existential quantifier, i.e. the term that 
the quantifier asserts to exist, may well contain occurrences of the induction 
variable. In this case the witness of the existential quantifier in the induction 
conclusion will contain wave-fronts and must take part in rippling. Until 
the identity of the witness is known this rippling cannot be completed. On 
the other hand, we would like to use the possibilities for successful rippling 
to help us determine what the witness should be--a Catch-22 situation. 
To illustrate the problem consider the following theorem. 
VX:nat.VY:nat.VZ:nat.3 W:nat. X + (Y + Z)  = W + Z, 
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where the witness for W is clearly going to be X + Y, but we don't know 
that yet. If we apply s(X)  induction, then the induction conclusion is: 
VY:nat.VZ:nat.3 W:nat. ~~ + (Y + Z)  = W + Z. 
This can be rippled to 
VY:nat.VZ:nat.3 W:nat. s(x + (Y + Z)) ]  = W + Z, (37) 
but no further rippling is possible. 
In the purely universal version of this theorem, namely the associativity 
of +, we would ripple the right-hand side into the form ~ ,  and then 
ripple both s functions away together. The right-hand side s function would 
be put in place by an application of wave-rule (4), reproduced below 
v s (v  + v) l, 
but this rule is not applicable unless W is instantiated to something of the 
form ~ .  One solution to this problem is to create an existential version 
of the wave-rule (4) and apply this instead, namely, 
3Fu-~:nat.[s(x + (y + z))] = ~U-7] + V 
~_. + (y+z) )  = s(:_U~+ V).  (38) 
Note that U' is marked as a wave-front because it is implicitly ~)))))))~. For 
the application of this rule to (37) to qualify as rippling, W must also be 
seen, as a wave-front. This is legitimate because, as we have seen, it might 
be instantiated to a term containing a wave-front. We therefore regard all 
existentially quantified variables in goals as potential wave-fronts, which we 
mark as I_W_I. The same argument holds for U in (38). So applying (38) to 
(37) gives 
.. . . .  ) ) ,  
VY:nat.VZ:nat.3iW__li:nat. s (x  + (Y + Z) )  = s([_W_-_]] + Z 
which can be rippled to 
VY:nat.VZ:nat.3 . . . . .  ~'W~:nat. x + (Y + Z)  = [Wlj~---~ + Z) 
to which strong fertilization applies, completing the step case of the proof. 
In this proof the relationship between U and U' in wave-rule (38), and 
hence that between W and W1 in the induction conclusion, is not explicitly 
recorded. This does not matter if we are just interested in provability, but 
it does if we are also interested in the identity of the existential witness. 
The main application of our research is to program synthesis [5], in which 
the existential witnesses play the vital role of defining the programs to be 
synthesised. Fortunately, the logic we use--a variant of Martin-L6f type 
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theory--also contains a solution to the problem. Each rule of inference of 
the logic has an associated program construction rule. A partial program is 
associated with each formula of the proof and is incrementally constructed 
in the course of the proof. The relationship between U and U' in wave-rule 
(38) is contained in the program associated with its proof from wave-rule 
(4). The program associated with the step case of our example is a recursion 
equation partially defining a function, say w,  which can serve as the witness 
of our existential quantifier, namely, 
w(s(X) ,Y ,Z)  = s (w(X ,Y ,Z) ) .  
The program associated with the base case will be 
w(O,Y ,Z)  = Y, 
so thatw(X ,Y ,Z)  = X+ Y. 
Existential wave-rules are generated ynamically by CLAM, from regular 
wave-rules, according to need. This is essential since each regular wave-rule 
can give rise to infinitely many existential wave-rules. In the general case, 
the regular wave-rule 
Cond ---, 
~[~,~_', ..... 4±~ ~ ..... [~,l~_, .... ~;±~ ~, 
[ : i+  I ( [2 ]+1 ' ' ' ' '~ '+1 "Pi+I ) ] l . . . . .  ~r t (~ 1 . . . .  , ~Pn)  I . . . . .  tYl, tern) 
::¢, r t ,~zz  71 ~I  ~71 ~1 ~ $  ~ 1  
uyk  k k k .L ,L 
[ q( 1 . . . . .  UTn'ZUi+l . . . . .  52n '~ . . . . .  ~ )) 
can be made into the existential rule 
Cond -~ 
i- . . . .  -~ f" . . . .  3 
3', Xl ~r I . . . .  3', Xl ',ri. 
t. . . . .  J t_ . . . .  J 
T 1 T, 
q) ( / / (F -X ; - -~- .  , i  iX i l  i~ [~i_+ 1 1 P i+ I ,  ] . . . . .  ~n(~ . . . . .  /./Pn . . . . . . .  " . . . . . .  (# i+1 . . . . .  ~ i+1 ) - -  - tel . . . .  tem)) 
. . . . . . . . . . . .  i 
: ' . . . .  ~i~ ; . 3 L wlk . r l  
L 
,,____,__,,, .... ..... 1 
. . . .  L uJi JW,+I . . . . .  UU ln ,~ "~, 
. . . .  , . . . . .  . . . . .  
where ~b is an arbitrary formula. Since there are infinitely many such ~b this 
can be done in infinitely many ways, but we will see that, in practice, we 
can uniquely identify the 4~ we want. 
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For notational convenience, but without loss of generality, we have ordered 
the arguments of q so that those to be existentially quantified are the first 
i. Note that the wq and z~j q must all be variables. Any non-empty subset 
of the n wave-fronts of ~/ can be chosen to be existentially quantified, i.e. 
it can be done in 2 n - 1 ways, but again, in practice, the appropriate subset 
can be uniquely determined. 
Each side of the regular wave-rule is surrounded by a formula ¢, so that 
the existential quantifiers can be applied to a formula, rather than a term. 
CLAM chooses ¢, and the subset of wave-fronts to be existentially quantified, 
dynamically by inspection of the formula to be rewritten. For instance, in 
wave-rule (38), ¢( . . . )  is chosen to be s (x  + (y + z ) )  . . . .  . 
The presence of the potential wave-fronts around the /t~ means that the 
well-founded measure, introduced in Appendix A, might not be decreased 
by an existential rule application. Thus rippling under existential quantifiers 
is not guaranteed to terminate. One way to see this is that until the identity 
of the existential witnesses is fixed it is not clear how much rippling we will 
need to do. Since we can add to the complexity of these witnesses during 
the construction of the proof, the amount of rippling required is unbounded. 
We can avoid getting trapped into branches in which potential wave-fronts 
are merely continually instantiated by using the heuristic of preferring to 
ripple real wave-fronts whenever possible. 
Work on existential rippling is still in progress. We have an initial im- 
plementation and have successfully tested it on a few simple examples. The 
problems of search are clearly exacerbated by the presence of existential 
quantifiers, but more empirical work is required to assess the size of the 
problem and extent to which existential rippling cures it. 
10. Implementation 
All the various forms of rippling described above have been implemented 
and tested in the Oyster/CLAM system [8], which is written in Prolog. 
Versions for Quintus and SICStus Prolog exist. A ripple tactic has been 
built. A tactic is a Prolog program which applies rules of inference of the 
Oyster type theory. The ripple tactic forms part of the ind_strat actic, which 
controls the whole of an application of inductive inference. Within ind_strat, 
ripple is applied during the step case of an induction just after the induction 
tactic and before the fertilize tactic (see Fig. 2). The ripple tactic calls 
the wave subtactic, which applies individual wave-rules. Each tactic has a 
corresponding method, which specifies its preconditions and effects using a 
meta-logic implemented as a Prolog program. For instance, the precondition 
of the wave method is a Prolog program representing the preconditions 
given in English in Definition 5. These methods are used by CLAM to build 
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a proof plan customised for the current theorem. Most proof plans are built 
from ind_strat and a few other high-level tactics; their subtactics are only 
rarely used independently. More details of the Oyster/CLAM system can be 
found in [6 ]. 9 
In order to ensure the correct, selective application of wave-rules by 
ripple it is necessary to mark wave-fronts and wave-holes in both goals and 
wave-rules. CLAM does this by annotating the object-level expressions with 
meta-level functions. The Prolog functions wave_front/3 and wave_hole/1 
are used to indicate wave-fronts and wave-holes, respectively. The arguments 
of wave_front are: 
(1) the type of wave-front: definite or  potent ia l ;  
(2) the direction of rippling: out or in; and 
(3) the object-level expression itself. 
The in argument is used to indicate both inwards directed and anti-wave- 
fronts. The argument of wave_hole is just the object-level expression. Thus 
the expression ~-~))))~T + Y is represented by the Prolog expression 
wave_front(definite,out,s(wavelaole(x)))+y. 
This representational technique has the advantage that alignment of wave- 
fronts in wave-rules and goals is automatically checked as a side-effect of 
the process of matching rule to goal. 
Whenever a new definition is made or a new theorem proved, CLAM 
analyses it and extracts any wave-rules that it suggests. If necessary, these 
rules are proved as lemmas from the original definition or theorem. The 
wave-rules are automatically annotated with wave-fronts, possibly in multiple 
ways and in different left/right orientations. These multiple ways include 
weakenings, reverse duals, and both transverse and longitudinal readings of 
the same formula (cf. the many different ways in which the associativity 
laws can be regarded as wave-rules, see Examples 1 and 4). They are then 
stored for future use. The rippling capabilities of CLAM thus increase with 
use. Although the search space also increases this is not a problem in 
practice because the strong preconditions of rippling tame the combinatorial 
explosion. 
9The Oyster-CLAM system is available ither via anonymous FTP or on a tape cartridge. For 
further details please contact Gordon Reid, Department of Artificial Intelligence, University of 
Edinburgh, 80 South Bridge, Edinburgh, EH1 1HN, Scotland, UK. Telephone: (+44-31) 650 
2728. E-mail: gordon@uk.ac.ed.aisb. 
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11. Results 
The major hypothesis advanced in this paper is that in a significant 
number of inductive proofs the ripple tactic alone will successfully guide 
the step case between the application of the inductive rule to the use of the 
induction hypothesis. We predict that we can use just the ripple tactic in 
place of the mixture of heuristics used by other inductive theorem provers 
for this stage of inductive proofs, with similar or improved success. For 
instance, in the Boyer-Moore theorem prover, Nqthm, this stage of the proof 
is controlled by the heuristics of rewriting terms; eliminating destructors; 
using definitions, axioms and lemmas; and by the user giving hints. We 
predict that rippling will successfully replace all of these giving a more 
uniform search control regime and will prove some theorems that Nqthm 
cannot prove without user guidance. 
To test this prediction we have used rippling to control the search of a 
large number of theorems drawn from the literature. Below we give statistics 
on its performance which confirm our prediction. We then give a number 
of selected examples to show how rippling generalises and replaces the 
heuristics used in other theorem provers and how it can guide steps which 
in other systems must be controlled by human intervention. 
11.1. Quantitative study 
We have tested rippling by running CLAM successfully on 82 simple 
inductive theorems drawn from Boyer and Moore [3], Kanamori and Fujita 
[16], and other standard sources. In each proof, the ripple tactic is solely 
responsible for controlling the proof between the application of induction 
and the application of fertilization, i.e. rippling alone puts the induction 
conclusion into a form in which it can be simplified with the aid of the 
induction hypothesis. 
A selection of the theorems proved by CLAM is listed below. 
Example 6 (Sample theorems proved using rippling). 
VX:nat.VY:nat.VZ:nat. X + (Y + Z)  = (X + Y) + Z, (39) 
VL:list(int).VM:list(int). rev(L) <> M = qrev(L, M),  (40) 
VA:int.VL:list(int). count(A, sort(L) ) = count(A, L ), (41) 
VL:list (int). length (sort (l) ) = length (l), (42) 
VX:int.VN:nat.VL:list(int). X c nth(N,L)  ~ X c L, (43) 
VX:nat.VY:nat. even(X) /x  even(Y)  ~ even(X  + Y), (44) 
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Table 1 
Kinds of rippling used in proofs. Each row of the table 
shows the kinds of rippling used by CLAMto prove a 
theorem in Example 6. The first entry gives the number 
of the theorem and the subsequent entries give the kinds 
of rippling used in its proof. 
Theorem number Out Sideways In Across Existential 
(39) x 
(40) x 
(41) x 
(42) x 
(43) x 
(44) x 
(45) x 
(46) x 
(47) x 
(48) x 
(49) x 
(50) x 
(51) x 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X 
X X 
X 
X 
X 
VX:nat.VY:nat. min(X,  Y)  <~ max(X,  Y), 
VX:int.VA:list(int).VB:list(int). X • A ~ X • A u B, 
VX:nat. half(X + X)  = X, 
V L:list ( int ).V P:list ( int ). 
rotate(length(L), L <> P) = P <> L, 
VX:nat.VY:nat. X ~ (X + Y),  
VX:sexp.VY:sexp.VZ:sexp. Z • X ~ X • (X <> Y), 
VX:int +.3L:list (pr ime).  prod(L) = X. 
(45) 
(46) 
(47) 
(48) 
(49) 
(5O) 
(51) 
Table 1 shows the kinds of rippling used to prove each of these theorems. 
Note that CLAM can combine two or more kinds of rippling within a single 
proof. 
To test the hypotheses, advanced in Section 2.5, that there is little or 
no search during rippling, we conducted the following experiment. Each 
wave-rule required during the proof of each of our 82 test theorems was 
made available to CLAM. A complete test run of the 82 theorems was made 
and any occurrences of branching were automatically recorded. There was 
no branching at all. That is, at each step, no more than one wave-rule 
met the rippling preconditions. We did not even detect he only kind of 
branching anticipated in Section 6.3, namely a choice between longitudinal 
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and transverse wave-rules. It seems that, in practice, it is rare to have both 
kinds of wave-rule apply to the same expression. 
11.2. Case studies 
Below we give some case studies where rippling, as implemented in CLAM, 
can automatically prove theorems that other theorem provers cannot prove 
unaided. In each case we show how rippling is responsible for the improved 
performance. In comparing the performance of theorem provers we have 
tried to aid comparison between them by translating their formalisms into 
the one used in this paper. We claim that these translations do not violate 
the spirit of their proof attempts. 
11.2. I. Naive and tail-recursive list reversal 
Consider the theorem 
VL:list(nat).VM:list(nat). rev(L) <> M = qrev(L, M)  
discussed in Section 6.2. This example is based on one in [11] used to 
illustrate folding and unfolding. Unfolding is like rippling but restricted to 
the application of recursive rewrite rules and applied exhaustively. Folding is 
the inverse to unfolding, i.e. it is like rippling-in. In fact, the proof cannot be 
handled by folding and unfolding alone, because it requires the application 
of a non-recursive quation: the associativity of <>. Darlington calls the 
associativity of <> a law. Laws are applied by user intervention. 
As we have seen in Section 6.2, the associativity of <> can be viewed 
as a wave-rule, in various ways. The appropriate way to use it is (usually 
uniquely) determined by the location of the wave-fronts in the induction 
conclusion. Thus rippling subsumes unfolding and is able to account for the 
application of a "law" that otherwise requires human intervention. In this 
case the annotation required on the associativity of <> is as a transverse 
rule, 
(I~ <> vl ~) <> w ~ u <> qv <> ~I~), 
and it is used for the following piece of rippling-sideways: 
<[r,vU> <> ,.,,> '> <> LmJ--qr'vU, L "J >, 
<> <Li<" " ""> <> l*J > = qr~,,U, >. 
Nqthm can prove this theorem automatically provided the associativity of 
<> is available as a rewrite rule and that the user has oriented it in the 
appropriate direction. 
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11.2.2. Rotate length 
Consider the theorem 
VL:list(r).VA:list(z). rotate(len(L), L <> A) = A <> L. 
The function rotate takes a number, n, and a list, l, and returns a list 
identical to l but with the first n elements transported from the beginning 
to the end. Nqthm cannot prove this theorem. This is because it does not 
have the rippling-in tactic which follows rippling-sideways. 
Both Nqthm and CLAM choose a "hd ::" induction l0 on L. Since A is 
also universally quantified, it is a sink, so the CLAM representation of the 
induction conclusion is 
rotate(len(~T), (~T)  <> LaJ) = LaJ <> (~*) .  
The recursive definitions of <>, len, and rotate provide the following wave- 
rules: 
<lHd o <> L [Hd:: (Tl <> L)l T, 
len(lHd'" T/I T) ~ s(len(Tl))T, 
L ¢ nil ---* 
rotate(~-~ T, L 
~ rotate(N, cdr(L) <> (car(L_) "" nil)[~). 
CLAM can use these wave-rules for rippling; Nqthm can use the recursive 
definitions for symbolic evaluation. Thus both systems can use these defini- 
tions, together with some simplification, to rewrite the induction conclusion 
to 
rotate(len(tl),[(tl <> [aJ) <> (hd:: nil)] ~) = [aJ <> (~T) .  
CLAM completes the rippling of the left-hand wave-front. It applies the 
associativity of <> backwards as a longitudinal wave to ripple this wave- 
front towards its sink. Without a rather special-purpose wave-rule the right- 
hand side wave-front is blocked. 
This puts the induction conclusion in the form: 
rotate(len(tl),tl<> ([la <> (hd'" nil)I;]))= la] <> (~t ) .  
10Actually Nqthm uses a destructor-style v rsion of this, but it will aid the comparison and 
does not seriously distort the account, to pretend that it uses a constructor-style induction. 
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Since the left-hand side is fully rippled, weak fertilization applies to give 
([[a <> (hd'" nil)]TJ) <> tl = a <> (hd:: tl). 
Rippling-in ~l now uses the associativity of <> as a transverse wave-rule to 
ripple the remaining wave-front out of the sink. This gives 
(]aJ <> ( (hd ' "  n i l )<>t /~)  = a <> (hd'" tl) 
to which cancellation and simplif ication apply, yielding 
hd "" tl = hd "" tl, 
which is proved by the identity tactic. 
Provided the associativity of <> is available to Nqthm and has been 
appropriately oriented by the user, it will mimic the inwards ripple on the 
left-hand side. Although the left-hand side is now fully rippled, Nqthm is 
unable to apply weak fertilization because its logic does not permit any 
instantiation of A except at the time of determining the induction rule. 
Nqthm then loses its way, overgeneralises and fails. 
Nqthm lacks any heuristics corresponding to rippling-in or rippling- 
sideways and because of the limitations of its logic is unable to fully exploit 
sinks. If the transverse wave-rules used for rippling-sideways are based on 
recursive definitions (as is the case with the definition of rotate), then 
symbolic evaluation will mimic the effect of rippling-sideways. Also if it 
happens to have a rewrite rule oriented in the direction required for a par- 
ticular application of rippling-out, -sideways or -in, then it will mimic these 
processes. But this is more a matter of luck than judgement; in many cases 
no happy coincidence will arise and Nqthm fail. 
12. Related work 
The use of sets of rewrite rules in theorem provers is commonplace. The 
most common usage is to apply them exhaustively to put expressions in a 
normal form. By "exhaustively" we mean that rules are applied until no 
further rule applications are possible. In contrast, we apply wave-rules elec- 
tively, that is as well as a rule being applicable some additional preconditions 
must be met, e.g. that wave-fronts can only be rippled sideways towards a 
sink, that anti-wave-fronts can only be introduced if they correspond to an 
existing wave-front. 
Termination of the exhaustive application of a set of rewrite rules is an 
important property. This is usually proved by exhibiting a well-founded 
11 This is the kind of rippling-in using transverse wave-rules that was described in Section 6.3. 
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ordering that is strictly decreased by each rule application. Since wave-rules 
are selectively applied, we are able to take account of the preconditions on 
the application when proving termination. For instance, in Appendix A we 
used the information that each rule application moves the wave-front along 
a fixed length path. This allows us to use wave-rules in either orientation 
without the risk of looping, something that is impossible with exhaustive 
application. The first exploitation, of which we are aware, of selective 
application of rewrite rules to prove termination, is in [10]. 
The decision as to which rules to include in a rewrite rule set and which 
way round to orient them is often partially determined by the termination 
ordering. It might also be determined automatically by a Knuth-Bendix 
process which is trying to create a confluent set [18]. Alternatively, it may 
simply be determined by the intuitions of the designer. In contrast, wave- 
rules are chosen and oriented automatically by CLAM on the basis of their 
syntactic structure, as given in Section 8. The same formula may used in 
several different ways, including both orientations. This technique for se- 
lection and orientation ensures that the rule set meets its specification of 
rippling wave-fronts. It also means that we can add to the rule set dynam- 
ically without risk of deviation from this specification, of non-termination 
or of combinatorial explosion. 
The first documented use of rewrite rules based on recursive definitions 
was in [ 11 ], who called it unfolding. Exhaustive unfolding has since become 
standard practice in inductive theorem provers. Aubin [1] first pointed 
out how unfolding rippled (what we call) wave-fronts through the induc- 
tion conclusion. He called this process rippling-out and exploited it in his 
generalisation-apart heuristic. In [4] we pointed out how Aubin's observa- 
tion could be used to extend the class of rewrite rules used for rippling-out 
from recursive definitions to wave-rules. The present paper extends further 
our initial definition of wave-rules. 
Building on the proposals in [4], Hutter has implemented a rippling-like 
heuristic in the INKA inductive theorem prover [15]. His implementation 
differs from the one described here in the following respects. 
• His rewrite rule set contains any rule that moves wave-fronts 12within a 
skeleton. This is a larger ule set than our wave-rules, because it includes 
rules that move wave-fronts in directions other than out, sideways, or 
across. 
• These rewrite rules are controlled by a series of strategies that cor- 
respond roughly to rippling-out, rippling-sideways, and rippling-across. 
There are minor differences that affect the relative power of the two 
implementations, but these are not significant. 
12He calls wave-fronts "contexts". 
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Hutter independently invented the concept of rippling-across and pos- 
sibly rippling-sideways. He also invented an interesting technique for the 
representation of wave-fronts. Each function has an additional argument 
that indicates whether it belongs to the skeleton or the wave-front. The rip- 
pling precondition of wave-front agreement is taken care of by an enhanced 
matcher. As currently realised this technique has some messy complications, 
e.g. each variable has to have an infinite number of aliases and the marcher 
is very complicated. We hope it may be possible to simplify the technique 
and adopt it in CLAM. 
Rippling is the central idea behind our rational reconstruction of the 
induction heuristics embedded in the Nqthm theorem prover, [3]. In [7] 
we have shown how the method used by Boyer and Moore to select the 
best form of induction to prove a theorem can be rationally reconstructed 
as a look-ahead to see what form of induction maximises the chances 
that rippling will succeed. Similar remarks apply to the generalisation of a 
theorem prior to induction--an area on which we are currently working. 
Our understanding of the relation between rippling and induction has also 
enabled us to extend the Boyer-Moore heuristics beyond purely universal 
theorems to those involving existential quantifiers. 
The "black box" nature of the Nqthm rewriting subsystem akes a direct 
comparison with rippling difficult. It is possible, however, to make some 
comparison based upon some general observations. 
Firstly, the most general wave-rule schema presented in Section 8 demon- 
strates the uniformity of rippling. Such uniformity within the rewriting 
capabilities of Nqthm is less obvious. Nqthm has four classes of rules of 
which REWRITE and ELIM relate to rippling. The REWRITE class encap- 
sulates both recursive definitions and the use of lemmas. The rules classified 
as ELIM are used to eliminate destructors from an induction hypothesis. 
In some sense the ELIM rules play the same role in Nqthm that creational 
wave-rules play in CLAM; they both replace destructor functions in the 
hypothesis with constructor functions in the conclusion. 
Secondly, the merits of rippling with respect o controlling the application 
of rewrite rules is demonstrated by its success at handling potentially non- 
terminating sets of rewrites. In particular, by being more focused, rippling 
is able to fold as well as unfold recursive definitions. In contrast, Nqthm 
makes no provision for the folding of definitions and the onus of ensuring 
against he non-termination of rewriting is left to the user. The Nqthm user 
must decide how to orient lemmas as rewrite rules. Rippling determines the 
orientation of lemmas as wave-rules. The same lemma or definition can be 
used in both orientations by rippling without the risk of non-termination. 
Thirdly, rippling was developed for a much stronger logic than Nqthm. 
As a consequence rippling can be seen as providing a more general control 
strategy. For instance, the notion of sinks cannot be exploited by Nqthm 
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since universal quantification is implicit within its logic. 
13. Limitations and further work 
The work described above has made considerable extensions to rippling. 
In this section we describe some ideas for further extensions and suggest 
some ways of applying rippling to solve other problems. 
13. I. Multi-coloured wave-holes 
When a wave-front contains multiple wave-holes it is often the case that 
each wave-hole corresponds to a different induction hypothesis. Consider, 
for instance, the induction conclusion (22) from Section 3.3: 
max_ht([tree(l,r) ) >1 min_ht([tree(1, r) ). (22) 
Each occurrence of tree contains two wave-holes. In both occurrences the 
first of these wave-holes corresponds to the induction hypothesis, 
max_ht(l) >>. min_ht(1), 
and the second to 
max_ht(r) >~ min_ht(r). 
We can think of (22) as containing two distinct skeletons: one corresponding 
to each induction hypothesis. This correspondence ould be inferred from 
the induction rule, just as the original wave annotations are. However, since 
it is not explicitly recorded, rippling can violate it, mixing the skeletons and 
leading to the failure of fertilization. 
To see how a mixed skeleton might occur consider the induction conclu- 
sion 
[ max( max_ht (l ), max_ht (r ) ) IT 
(52) 
min(min_ht(l), min_ht(r) T, >1 
and suppose we have available the wave-rules, 
[max(U~, U2) T >/ rain(V1, V2) T ~ [U~ >1 V~/~ U2 >1 I/2] T, (53) 
[max(U1, U2) ; >1 min(V1, V2) T ~ [U1 /> V2/xU2 >~ Vl] T, (54) 
where rule (54) is a commuted version of rule (53). 
If wave-rule (54) is applied we get the induction conclusion 
[max_ht(l) >1 min_ht(r) /x max_ht(r) >t min_ht(l)]. 
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This contains two mixed skeletons. Neither of them will fertilize with the 
induction hypotheses. If wave-rule (53) is applied, we get the induction 
conclusion 
[max_ht(l) >1 min_ht(l) A max_ht(r) >1 min_ht(r)], 
which fertilizes as required. 
To prevent skeleton mixing we propose annotating multiple wave-holes in 
induction conclusions and wave-rules with colour labels and insisting that 
these labels match as a precondition of wave-rule application. Annotation 
with these labels can be readily automated. Induction conclusions will inherit 
their labels from induction rules. Induction rule and wave-rule colour labels 
can be calculated in a similar way to other annotations. In our example, 
induction conclusion (52) might have the annotation 
i max(max_ht(l)r max_ht(r)r)]T 
- (52)  
>i min(min_ht(l) r min_ht(r)r ) T, 
and the wave-rules (53) and (54) might have the annotation: 
[max(Ul x, U2y) "[ ) min(V1 x, Vzr)] T 
. . . .  (53) 
U 1 ~ VI_xA U2 ~ V2y "[, 
[max(U__Alx, U2r) T >i min(Vlr, Vzx)]r (54) 
U~ >1 Vz.x /X U2 >1 V1y ~. 
Now wave-rule (54) does not apply to induction conclusion (52) because 
the colour labels will not match. Wave-rule (53) does apply, as required. 
13.2. Definition of wave-rules 
The definition of wave-rules has gradually grown more complex through- 
out this paper, culminating in the formats for generalised wave-rules in 
Section 8. These formats are hard to understand, sometimes ambiguous 
and awkward to work with. We are currently working towards an alternative 
definition based on meta-level properties. Under this new definition a wave- 
rule is an annotated rewrite rule that preserves its skeleton and decreases a 
measure. 
The skeleton of one side of a wave-rule is the expression that lies outside 
the wave-front. Preserving it means that it must be the same on the left- and 
right-hand side of the wave-rule. The definition of skeleton is complicated 
by the existence of multiple wave-holes. The easiest way to solve this 
complication is to use the concept of coloured wave-hole (see Section 13.1 
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above). The skeleton is then defined to be a set of expressions: one for each 
colour. For instance, the left- and right-hand skeletons of wave-rule (53), 
max(Uix, U2y) T >~ [min(Vix, V2y)] ~ 
[U" 1 /> VI. X A U' 2 ~ V2.y] "[" 
are both { U1 >/ Vl, U2 >/ V2}. 
For a measure on sides of wave-rules we propose adapting the sequent 
measure defined in Appendix A. Decreasing this measure means that it 
should be smaller on the right-hand side than on the left. The use of the 
measure will make our termination proof redundant, since the use of a wave- 
rule will automatically decrease the measure of an induction conclusion and 
the measure is well-founded. The termination proof can be adapted to show 
that any rule meeting the various wave-rule formats in this paper will be a 
wave-rule under our new definition. 
The new definition extends the concept of wave-rule. For instance, it 
allows the overlap of old and new wave-front positions, as in the transverse 
wave-rule: 
ro ta te (~t , [Hd  "" Tll t) =~ rotate(N, TI <> (Hd "" n i l ) ]+) .  
This does not fit the old format but it is desirable to regard it as a wave-rule. 
This proposed new definition is reported as further work because it has 
not yet been implemented in CLAM and because we hope to further efine it. 
For instance, it is possible that the measure can be simplified by exploiting 
the concept of coloured wave-rule. 
13.3. Unblocking ripples 
Rippling can fail due to the lack of an appropriate wave-rule. We say that 
it is blocked. We are currently exploring various techniques for unblocking 
ripples. These mostly work by perturbing the induction conclusion in some 
way, but without disturbing the skeleton, in the hope that a wave-rule will 
apply to the perturbed expression. For instance, transverse wave-rules can 
be used in this way. Here is a simple, but rather artificial, example. Consider 
the blocked induction conclusion (25) from Section 4, which contained the 
subexpression x + ~-~))))))~T, but where the wave-rule (26), 
v + T + v)] T, 
is not available. Suppose, however, that the rule 
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is available. We can first apply rule (55) to unblock the ripple by moving 
the wave-front to the adjacent argument. This gives 
~-~T +x 
to which rule (4) applies to give 
s(x + x) T, 
as required. Blocked from moving outwards directly, the wave-front is first 
moved sideways around the blockage, and then outwards. Note the non- 
standard annotation of rule (55), where the new wave-front is directed 
outwards rather than inwards. This reflects the non-standard use to which 
the rule is being put. 
An alternative method of unblocking in the above example would be to 
apply the commutative law of +, 
U+V ~ V+U.  
It is often the case that commutative laws, and similar permutative rewrite 
rules, can be used to unblock ripples. Unfortunately, note that commutative 
laws are not wave-rules, and their uninhibited use could lead to looping. We 
are still studying how best to apply such permutative rules to unblock ripples. 
Possibilities include: (a) using them under loop-checking constraints, (b) 
building them into the unification algorithm, or (c) using them to generate 
permutated variants of wave-rules. Solution (c) is currently the favourite. 
Another technique for unblocking ripples is to allow a blocked outwards 
wave-front with a single wave-hole containing a sink to reverse direction 
and be rippled in to this sink. This change of direction is a substitute for a 
missing transverse wave-rule. Instead of the wave-front going out, sideways 
and in, it goes out then in. Note that this is not just backtracking, because 
at least the later part of the path in will be different from the earlier part of 
the path out. For instance, consider the proof of 
VL:list(nat).VN:nat. len(L) + N = lenz(L, N), 
where len is the naive list length function and len2 is the tail-recursive 
version. Suppose we apply "h :: l" induction and ripple out with the recursive 
definitions of len and + and ripple sideways with the recursive definition 
of len2: 
+ L.j  
The ripple is now blocked. It can be unblocked by rippling-in with the 
wave-rule 
U +~-~ T =~ s(U + V) T, 
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applied right to left, to produce 
as required. This unblocking is a substitute for the (possibly missing) trans- 
verse wave-rule 
[s-~T + V =~ U +~-~ 1. 
I3.4. Middle-out reasoning 
In [7] we describe how rippling can suggest which induction rule to use 
to prove a theorem. The idea is to look ahead to the step case and find 
an induction rule that would enable all the wave-fronts to be rippled at 
least once. This look-ahead is conducted as part of the preconditions of the 
induction tactic. We call it recursion analysis. 
Recursion analysis is both inadequate and too inflexible: inadequate, 
because it only checks for the first step of rippling, and inflexible because 
it insists that all wave-fronts must be rippled at least once, when the best 
available induction rule may only be able to ripple some of them. In practice, 
we overcome these limitations with ad hoc devices. We are thus seeking an 
alternative mechanism that overcomes them in a principled way. 
The mechanism we are currently exploring is to use meta-variables to
postpone the choice of induction rule and allow it to be fixed by higher-order 
unification during rippling [5]. We call this middle-out reasoning because it 
allows us to postpone the beginning of a proof and tackle the middle first, 
allowing decisions made in the middle to influence the beginning. We can 
illustrate this with an example. Consider the theorem 
VX:nat.VY:nat. even(X) A even(Y) ~ even(X + Y). 
Assume that the induction rule will introduce the induction terms Z (x) or 
7 (Y) or both. The step case will be: 
even(x) A even(y) ~ even(x + y) 
F- even (!Z (x) i) A even ([7-(Y-)I) ~ even (!)¢ (x_) i + 17 (Y)i), 
L . . . . . .  J L - - -~-u  t . . . . . .  3 L__ -~- J  
where we have used potential wave-fronts ince we are not sure yet which 
of them will turn out to be required. The wave-rules (4) and (6) from 
Example 1 will both apply to the induction conclusion: the first in one way 
and the second in two. Each of these rule applications will eventually lead 
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us to the same conclusion, but the most instructive is to apply rule (4), so 
let us start with that. 
even(x)  A even(y)  -~ even(x  + y )  
) L  - - - -"~'. J 
F- even s( A even(!7(Y)i) ~ even s(  i-(x_ + :7(Y)',) , 
L _ _ ~-_  J L - - - - : - -  .J 
where Z (X) = s( ,~ I (X  ) ). Now, since we always prefer to ripple real wave- 
fronts before potential ones, the ripple with (6) is indicated, giving 
even (x )  A even (y )  -~ even (x  + y ) 
. . . . . .  ; . . . .  : ILs  I F- even(,z2(x ),,) A even('y(y)',) - -  even  _ + '  y ' , 
t. 3 t . . . . . .  J - - - - - - -  
where  Z1 (X) = s(Av2(X) ) .  Another ripple with (4) is indicated, giving 
even(x)  A even(y)  -~ even(x  + y )  
([ : . . . . . .  : ~ . . . .  ~ (~ i i ] / i~ ,+ ) , t- even('z2(x)',) A even(,y(y),,) ~ even s(s  . . . .  =_~ . . . . .  
L___~_ J  L - - - -~- -  3 
and finally another with (6), giving 
even(x)  A even(y)  ~ even(x  + y )  
. . . . . .  ; (i )i) (~i-(xil i ) i )  F- even(~z(_X=)!) A even 7 (Y ~ even + 7 (Y 
i . _ __ - ' - _ . J  L - -  j L__ - - - ' - _ J  
to which strong fertilization applies, instantiating X2 (X )  = X and 7 (Y) = 
Y. Thus x(X)  = s (s (X) ) ,  i.e. a double induction on X has been chosen, 
as required. 
Middle-out reasoning can also be used to deal with existential quantifiers, 
and we are exploring this usage in parallel with our work on existential rip- 
pling. Meta-variables are used to postpone the commitment to an existential 
witness, then unification during subsequent rippling is used to retrospectively 
identify the witness. This use of meta-variables is fairly standard. 
13.5. General&ing-apart 
Aubin in [1] showed how to use recursion analysis to suggest generalisa- 
tions of the theorem. He calls this mechanism generalisation-apart. Consider 
the following theorem 
VX:nat. X + (X  + X)  = (X  + X)  + X. 
This is a simple instance of the associativity of +. However, if we try to 
prove it using the obvious s (X) induction the ripple gets blocked. Only the 
wave-fronts urrounding the first and fourth occurrences of X can be fully 
rippled using wave-rule (4) from Example 1. No wave-rules apply at all to 
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the third, fifth, and sixth occurrences and the second occurrence only ripples 
one level. The answer is to generalise the theorem to 
VX:nat.VY:nat. X + (Y  + Y) = (X + Y) + Y 
before trying s (X)  induction. Two of the occurrences of X are generalised 
apart from the other four. This time wave-fronts only appear in positions 
where they can be fully rippled. 
Recursion analysis can help suggest his generalisation. It locates those 
induction variable occurrences that can be rippled at least once. Unfortu- 
nately, this is not exactly what is wanted. It will locate the first, second, and 
fourth occurrences and suggest as generalisation the non-theorem: 
VX:nat.VY:nat. X + (X + Y)  = (X + Y)  + Y. 
We want to reject the second occurrence on the grounds that it ripples once, 
but then gets blocked. So to reject this occurrence requires looking ahead 
more than one level. This suggests integrating generalisation suggestions 
into the middle-out reasoning process described in Section 13.4 above. Jane 
Hesketh is currently looking at this and other uses of middle-out reasoning 
for generalising theorems [14 ]. 
13.6. Difference matching 
We have assumed, so far, that the wave annotations in the induction 
conclusion are initialised by the induction rule. However, it is desirable to 
have an independent method of introducing wave-fronts into an expression. 
One situation is when the induction rule suggests inappropriate wave-fronts 
and another is when rippling is used for non-inductive proofs. We illustrate 
each of these situations below. 
A situation when rippling requires wave-fronts different o those initialised 
by the induction rule occurs in one of the proofs of the following simple 
example. Consider the theorem 
VN:nat. even(N) v even(s(N)  . 
Recursion analysis uses wave-rule (6) from Example (1) to suggest an 
s (s (N))  induction, and this yields to the ind_strat tactic with no problems. 
However, there is also a simple proof using s (N)  induction. The wave 
annotation suggested by this induction rule is 
even ( [ -~)  v even (s (~3))))))~) ) , 
but this is no good. What is required instead is the wave annotation, 
even (s (n ) ) v even (Is (s (n))1). 
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The commutativity of V makes the skeleton of this induction conclusion 
match the induction hypothesis. One application of rule (6) then peters out 
the ripple and allows strong fertilization to finish the step case. 
Summing series provides many examples of the use of rippling for non- 
inductive proofs. 13 For instance, consider the problem of finding a closed 
form solution to the series 
n 
~(a.  i + b), 
i=0 
(56) 
where a and b are constants, using the standard forms, 
N 
EK= (N+ 1).K, 
I=0 
(57) 
N 
1 ~I  = ~N. (~v+ 1). 
1=0 
(58) 
and the wave-rules, 
N 
1=0 
(59) 
N 
u, + v_, ~ EL0 u, + EL0 v,, 
1=0 
(60) 
where K is a constant. 
We can use rippling by treating the standard forms as induction hypotheses 
and using them to suggest wave-fronts in the problem series. Rippling-out 
these wave-fronts will allow weak fertilization to use the standard forms to 
replace occurrences of ~ with closed form expressions. One of the standard 
forms that our problem series, (56), will match against is (57) above. This 
suggests the wave annotations 
n 
~la ' i+  b_ I • 
i=0 
We can then ripple out with wave-rule (60) and weak fertilize with (57): 
13We are indebted to Toby Walsh for suggesting this application of rippling and providing 
the example below. 
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?t 
n n b Z a . i+L]  : ~i=o a ' i+~/ :o  
i=O 
;l 
= ~-~a. i+ (n+l ) .b .  
i=0  
We can then rematch the problem against he standard form (58) to suggest 
a new wave annotation, ripple out with wave-rule (59), and weak fertilize 
with (58): 
+ (n+ 1) .b  = a .~ i :o i  + (n+ 1) .b  
i=0  
: a .½n. (n+ 1)+ (n+ l ) .b .  
This technique has been implemented as an M.Sc. project by Alex Nunes 
and is reported in [19]. 
David Basin and Toby Walsh, in our research group, have designed a 
difference matching algorithm which inserts wave-fronts into goals [2]. It 
takes two expressions playing the role of induction hypothesis and induction 
conclusion, respectively, and identifies wave-fronts in the induction conclu- 
sion so that its skeleton matches the induction hypothesis. This algorithm 
can be used by a "stand-alone" rippling tactic which can find its own wave 
annotations and thus act independently of any induction rule. It has been 
implemented by Alex Nunes and is used in his series summing program to 
extend rippling in this way. 
14. Conclusion 
In this paper we have described the ripple tactic: the key search control 
heuristic for guiding inductive proofs. We started with the basic ripple-out 
tactic and then extended it in seven directions: multi-wave rippling, condi- 
tional rippling, rippling-in, rippling-sideways, rippling-across, and rippling 
under existential quantifiers. We then described a generalised ripple tactic 
which includes the first six of these extensions as special cases and allows 
hybrids between them. 
Our extensions to rippling can be summarised as follows: 
• multi-wave rippling is the generalisation of the form of wave-rules to 
simultaneous rippling of one or more wave-fronts each containing one 
or more wave-holes, finally matching with one or more induction hy- 
potheses. This enables the use of strong fertilization and extends the 
proof plan to non-equational nd non-equivalential theorems. 
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• condit ional rippling is the generalisation of rippling-out o conditional 
wave-rules. It uses covering sets of conditional rules to decide when to 
split into subcases. 
• rippling-in uses wave-rules backwards either after weak fertilization or 
rippling-sideways, thus enabling these tactics to complete their task. 
• rippling-sideways uses transverse wave-rules to move wave-fronts into 
sinks. It enables Oyster-CLAM to take advantage of free variables in the 
induction hypothesis. 
• rippling-across is the adaptation of these constructor induction tech- 
niques to destructor induction. 
• rippling under existential quantifiers is the adaptation of rippling to deal 
with existential quantifiers. 
Rippling plays the central role in our proof plan for inductive proofs. As 
well as controlling the proof search in the step case of an induction it also 
helps to determine what inductive rule to use, how to generalise the theorem 
and what the existential witnesses hould be. This proof plan and the rippling 
tactic have proved surprisingly successful. It has been successfully tested on 
82 simple examples from the literature. No search is required. Our proof 
plan is much less sensitive than the Boyer-Moore theorem prover to the 
order in which theorems are presented; if an essential lemma is not available 
for rippling when required, an appropriate instance of it is sometimes proved 
"in-line". 
However, our proof plan does not constitute a decision procedure for 
induction proofs, which is in any case an undecidable area. Nor does 
rippling always succeed in bridging the gap between induction hypothesis 
and induction conclusion. Rippling will block if the right wave-rule is not 
available. If it blocks on both sides of an equation, even weak fertilization 
will not apply. One way to proceed in such situations is shake the current 
goal into a form in which a wave-rule will apply. For instance, a wave- 
front might be moved sideways to a non-sink with a commutative law or 
transverse wave-rule. The non-standard use of wave-rules for unblocking 
has already been implemented in CLAM and other techniques are currently 
under investigation. 
A general form of rippling has been implemented in Prolog in the Oyster- 
CLAM system. This generalised rippling includes as special cases: multi-wave 
rippling, conditional rippling, rippling-in, rippling-sideways, and rippling- 
across. Existential rippling is partially implemented and under development. 
Appendix A. Termination 
The various forms of rippling direct and restrict he search for an inductive 
proof. The main purpose of using rippling is to avoid the combinatorial ex- 
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plosion that is associated with exhaustive search techniques. It is, therefore, 
important to demonstrate hat rippling always terminates. The termination 
of rippling seems plausible because it is always directed towards some fi- 
nite objective, e.g. rippling a wave-front outwards until it is beached. Since 
expressions are of finite depth, the skeleton remains unchanged throughout 
rippling and each ripple moves the wave-front a non-zero distance through 
the skeleton in a fixed direction, so eventually no further movement will be 
possible. Unfortunately, this simple argument is complicated by the exten- 
sions to rippling described in this paper. 
A. 1. Why proving termination is complicated 
Below we list these complicating factors. 
(1) Creational rules create new wave-fronts as well as neutralising old 
ones. We must ensure that there is a limit to the new wave-fronts 
introduced. 
(2) Rippling-in sends wave-fronts in the opposite direction to rippling- 
out. We must ensure that the two forms of rippling do not cause a 
loop. 
(3) Wave-rules can duplicate parts of the skeleton, which also increases 
the number of wave-fronts. We must ensure that there is a limit to 
the new wave-fronts introduced. 
(4) One wave-front can split into several, thus increasing the number 
of wave-fronts to be rippled. Each may be rippled along a different 
path. We must ensure that there is a limit to the new wave-fronts 
introduced. 
(5) The path along which a wave-front is being rippled may be partially 
shared with another wave-front, and the two ripplings may interfere. 
We must ensure that this interference does not cause looping. 
(6) If rippling fails to get a wave-front to its target, then it backs up and 
tries a different arget. We must ensure that the search space is finite. 
A.2. The design of the well-founded measure 
To show that rippling always terminates we exhibit a well-founded measure 
that is strictly decreased by each application of a wave-rule. In designing 
this measure we address the above complications as follows: 
• Problem (1) is solved by imposing a limit on the anti-wave-fronts 
that can be introduced. An anti-wave submeasure of wave-fronts in the 
induction hypothesis is defined and used as lexicographic omponent 
of the overall measure. This submeasure is decremented asthese wave- 
fronts are neutralised by the introduction of anti-wave-fronts in the 
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induction conclusion. The submeasure is thus strictly monotonically 
decreasing and bounded below. 
• Problem (2) is solved by treating inward directed wave-fronts and out- 
ward directed ones, separately. The overall measure isa lexicographically 
ordered triple of an anti-wave submeasure, an outwards ubmeasure and 
an inwards submeasure, in that order. So progress on the outward tree 
comes before progress on the inward one. Note that outward fronts 
can be re-labeled as inward, but not vice versa. Thus a wave-front can 
change direction at most once. 
• Problem (4) is solved by attaching a weight to each wave-front such 
that if a compound front is split into several parts, then the weight of a 
compound front is equal to the combined weights of its parts. We will 
adopt the simple solution that the weight of a wave-front is the number 
of function applications in it. So, for instance, the weights of 
Is(s(x ) ) n and [s (~-~)  
will both be 2--1 for each application ofs. Note that weights are natural 
numbers. 
• Problems (3) and (5) are solved by considering the overall effect of 
the wave-front application on the whole skeleton. Different echniques 
are used for the anti-wave, outwards, and inwards submeasures. For 
the anti-wave submeasure we use a natural number. For the outwards 
submeasure we use nested multisets where the nesting represents the 
structure of the skeleton and the possible positions within it for wave- 
fronts. For the inwards submeasure we treat the skeleton as a tree 
labeled with (unnested) multisets of all the weights at that position in 
any of the duplicates. Sometimes distinct induction hypotheses have 
different skeletons. These skeletons differ only in the name of the 
induction variable. In the discussion below these skeletons are treated 
as identical. 
• Problem (6) is solved because the search space is finite. There is only 
ever a finite branching rate because there are only a finite number of 
wave-rules. Each branch of the space is finite as shown by the well- 
founded measure. 
A.3. The well-founded measure 
The measure attached to a sequent is a lexicographically ordered triple 
of the anti-wave, outwards, and inwards submeasures. The anti-wave sub- 
measure is a natural number measuring the wave-fronts in the induction 
hypothesis. The outwards ubmeasure is a nested multiset of weights mea- 
suring the outwards directed wave-fronts. The inwards submeasure is the 
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skeleton labeled with multisets of weights measuring the inwards directed 
wave-fronts. 
We start by defining the anti-wave, outwards, inwards and overall (sub)- 
measures. We represent nested and unnested multisets with set notation, e.g. 
{...}, ~J, and @. We represent labeled trees by nested expressions in which 
the nodes are functions and the labels are superscripts on these functions. 
Finally, we define well-founded orders on the (sub)measures. 
Definition A.1 (Anti-wave submeasure). IIFII- is the anti-wave submeasure 
of the sequent F. It is a natural number defined to be the sum of the weights 
of the wave-fronts in the induction hypothesis: 
l ip k ~JII- = I f l l - ,  
I1'1(~ . . . . .  ~)11-  = ~-~[Imll-, 
i= I  
n 
i=1 
where q is an n-ary function in the skeleton and ~ is an n-ary function not 
in the skeleton. 
For example, the anti-wave submeasure of 
l ~ nil, 
consce l l s (~ T ) >1 len(~ ~ ), 
conscells(  T) ten(  T ), 
F- conscells(l) >1 len(1) 
is 4. 
Definition A.2 (Outwards submeasure). IIFl[ T is the outwards ubmeasure of
the sequent F. It is a nested multiset defined recursively in two stages. We 
first define a labeled AND/OR tree, tr(F) ,  that represents the duplicated 
skeleton with its weights, and then we define a nested multiset, nm (tr (F)) ,  
from this AND/OR tree. Thus, IIF]] t = nm(t r (F ) ) :  
tr(F F- A) = tr(A), 
tr(~l(t~l . . . . .  /tn)) = &°(q(t r (p l ) , . . . , t r ( /2n)) ) ,  
tr(~(pl . . . . .  # , ) )  = &l¢l+w'++'w"(tr(#l ) . . . . .  tr(lzf' ) . . . . .  
tr(lz~ ) . . . . .  tr(#~" )), 
where: 
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• q is an n-ary function in the skeleton and ~ is an n-ary function not in 
the skeleton, 
• & is a new variadic function, 
• [~] is 1 if ~ is part of an outwards wave-front and 0 otherwise, and 
• tr( lt i)  = &w, ( t r (~)  . . . . .  tr(/~P~)); 
nm(q( I t l , . . . , IZn) )  = {nm(/~l) . . . . .  nm(#n)} ,  
nm ( &w (lq . . . . .  l~n ) ) = { w , nm (Iq ) . . . . .  nm (IZn ) }. 
For example, if F is 
• .. F- [ s (max(max_ht ( l ) ,  max_ht(r)))]T 
>1 s (min(min_ht ( l ) ,min_ht ( r )   ) T, 
then tr (F) is 
&0 ( >1 (&2 (max_ht(&o (l) ), max_ht(& ° (r) ) ), 
&2 (min_ht(&o (l) ), min_ht(& ° (r) ) ) ) ), 
and []F]] T is 
{0, {{2, {{0, 0}}, {{0, 0}}}, {2, {{0, {a}}, {{0, 0})}}} 
Def in i t ion  A.3 t lnwards measure). [[F[[+ is the inwards submeasure of the 
sequent F.  It is a tree labeled with multisets and is defined recursively as 
follows. 
l i t  ~ ~11+ = I1~11 *, 
I I r / (~  . . . . .  ~z.)ll I = rl{°}(ll~z~ll ~ . . . .  ,11/~.11+), 
I1~(~1 . . . . .  ~m)ll + = ~i¢ i+ '~:w~'~'"u~}(u( l l~] [ [+ . . . . .  I1~'11+), . - - ,  
U (11~ II + . . . . .  II rl~ II s ) ), 
where 
• u (~ l ( l [~ l l l~  . . . . .  I1~11 ~) . . . . .  ~'(11~'11 ~ . . . .  ,11~211~)1 
= ,~ 'u  u~m (u( i l , l i l+  . . . . .  IIqT'il +) . . . . .  u(Ii,.~l[ + . . . . .  ilqYil ~)),  
• r/is an n-ary function in the skeleton and ( is an n-ary function not in 
the skeleton, 
• [~[ is 1 if ( is part of an inwards wave-front and 0 otherwise, and 
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• II~ill~ = q",(tr(#)) . . . .  ,lllz~ll~); note that the function t 1 will be the 
same for all 1 ~< i ~< m up to renaming of induction variables, which 
we assume to take place as required. 
is 
For example, 
I1"' ~ [s(max(max_ht(l), max_ht(r))) 
>1 [s(min(min_ht(l), min_ht(r) 
>>o ( max_ht( 2,2} (10), min_ht{ 2,2} (l o) ). 
Note that induction variable r is renamed to l in order to make all copies 
of the skeleton identical. 
Definition A.4 (Sequent measure). IIFII is the measure of the sequent F. It 
is the triple of the anti-wave, outwards, and inwards submeasures, i.e. 
Ilrll = ( l l r l l - ,  Ilrll T, IlrllZ). 
Definition A.5 ( Well-founded order). Let -< be an order on sequent measures 
defined as follows. 
• The order, -<, on the sequent measure, is a left/right lexicographic 
ordering. That is, (al, Ol, it) -< (a2, 02, i2) iff either 
• a 1 ~ a2 ,  o r  
• a l  = a2 and ol <<* 02, or 
• a l  = a2 ,  Ol = 02,  and  i I -'<i i2. 
• The order, <, on the anti-wave submeasure, is the standard less than 
order on the natural numbers. 
• The order, <<*, on the outwards submeasure, is the nested multiset 
order [13], based on the numeric < order on the weights. 
• The order, -<i, on the inwards submeasure, is a special root/leaves 
lexicographic ordering. Let i~ and i2 be trees and let d be their upper 
difference set (defined below), consisting of a list of pairs of multisets 
of weights, ix ~i i2 iff d is non-empty and for each pair (al,o2) E d, 
al << a2, where << is the multiset order [13], based on the numeric < 
order on the weights. 
Definition A.6 (Upper difference set). The difference set of two labeled trees 
of the same shape, it and i2, consists of all pairs of labels, (al, a2), such that 
• al is the label of node nl and a2 is the label of node n2; 
• nl and n 2 are corresponding nodes in il and iz, respectively; 
• a l~  a2;and 
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• nl and n2 are both maximal differing nodes, i.e. all corresponding nodes 
above them have equal labels. 
By corresponding nodes we mean that each node is at the same position in 
its tree, where the two trees have the same shape. 
Each of these constituent orders is well-founded. The well-foundedness of 
< on the natural numbers and of lexicographic orderings on fixed length 
tuples are well known. The well-foundedness of << and <<* are both proved 
in [13]. The well-foundedness of -<i on fixed shape trees follows by a 
similar argument for lexicographic orderings on fixed length tuples. So -< is 
well-founded. 
A.4. Rippling decreases the sequent measure 
We next show that our sequent measure is strictly decreased whenever a
wave-rule is applied. To do this we will use the general format of wave-rules 
given in Section 8. However, we will also have to use the preconditions 
of rippling, including the anti-wave, outward and inward annotations on 
wave-fronts. Since these differ for different directions of rippling, the proof 
will be in two cases: forwards applications of wave-rules and backwards 
applications of wave-rules. 
A.4.1. Forwards applications of wave-rules 
When rippling-out, rippling-sideways, rippling-across and hybrids of these, 
wave-rules are used forwards. The general format of wave-rules when used 
forwards is 
Cond 
]" 1 T, , 
Note that q is part of the skeleton. 
Lemma A.7 (Decrease of measure during forward application). The se- 
quent measure is strictly decreased by the forward application of a general 
wave-rule. 
Proof. Note that either l > 0 or n > O, i.e. if the rule is not purely creational, 
then it must have some wave-fronts on the left-hand side. 
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Suppose that l > 0, i.e. there are some anti-wave-fronts. It follows from the 
preconditions of applying generalised wave-rules (5) that at least one wave- 
front in the induction hypothesis must be neutralised. This will strictly 
decrease the anti-wave submeasure. Since the sequent measure is lexico- 
graphically ordered with the anti-wave submeasure first, it will also decrease 
strictly, even if its outwards and inwards submeasures increase. 
Having dealt with the case l > 0, we can assume that l = 0 and n > 0. 
Therefore, some outwards directed wave-fronts are rippled out or sideways. 
We will show the outwards ubmeasure is strictly decreased. Since / = 0, the 
anti-wave submeasure is unchanged. The inwards submeasure may increase. 
Since the anti-wave, outwards, and inwards submeasures are lexicographi- 
cally ordered the sequent measure is strictly decreased. 
Consider the outwards submeasures, a and a', of the before and after 
sequents, respectively. These two measures differ only in nested multisets 
corresponding to the q function and some of its first n arguments. 
• The before measure, a, contains a nested multiset, {w, Itqll T . . . .  }, cor- 
responding to the r/ node. I1~11 T contains a nested multiset, ai, for each 
of the n outwards wave-fronts contained by ~/. The structure of ai is: 
{wi, II/~] I1' . . . .  I1~' II T } 
• The after measure, ~', is just like ~ except that an occurrence of 
{w, I1~1[ T. . . .  } is replaced by {w + f l ,  lit/Ill T . . . . .  II~kll T,...}. 
We argue that this replacement causes a strict decrease in the outwards 
submeasure, since this new nested multiset is strictly smaller than the one 
it replaces. Each of its new elements is strictly smaller than II~/ll v 
• Firstly, w + I([ <<* II~ll t, since w + ]~i is a member of a base set, which 
is always smaller than any proper multiset under the nested multiset 
ordering, [ 131. 
• Secondly, for 1 ~< j ~< k, II,/Jll T <<* I1~/11 T, since each IIqjII v is just like 
IIq[I t except that at least one of the nested multisets ai it contains is 
p 
replaced with a strictly smaller one, {w-  I~il, IIs~S liT} . 
Therefore, a'  <<* a, i.e. the outwards ubmeasure is strictly decreased and, 
hence the sequent measure is strictly decreased. [] 
A.4.2. Backwards applications of wave-rules 
The general format of wave-rules when used for rippling-in is 
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Cond 
. . . .  
k k ~ k ~l(z~l . . . . .  wn , l~tu l )  I . . . . .  ~m(lJm) ) ) 
. . . .  
Note that ( must not be empty, since purely transverse rules are not used 
for rippling-in. 
Lemma A.8 (Decrease of measure during backward application). The se- 
quent measure is strictly decreased by the backward application of a gen- 
eral wave-rule. 
Proof. 
( 1 ) Note that the ({ wave-fronts can be annotated either outward or inward. 
The rule application removes them all. So if m ~ 0, then this will 
result in a strict decrease in the size of either the outwards or inwards 
submeasure or both. 
(2) The inwards submeasures of the before and after formula differ only 
at the r/ node and at some of the first n of its arguments. Only the q 
position is a maximal differing node, so the corresponding weight pair 
from this makes up the upper difference set. Since the ( wave-front has 
been removed from this position, the weight at this node has strictly 
decreased. So the submeasure of the inwards tree has strictly decreased, 
whereas the submeasure of the outwards tree has either decreased or 
stayed the same. 
Thus the overall measure is strictly decreased. [] 
A. 4. 3. The termination proof 
We can now put these two lemmas together to get the termination proof. 
Theorem A.9 (Termination of rippling). The rippling tactic will terminate. 
Proof. Rippling consists of repeated selective application of the general 
wave-rule format either forward or backward. By Lemma A.7 forward appli- 
cation decreases the sequent measure. By Lemma A.8 backward application 
decreases the sequent measure. The sequent measure is well-founded. There- 
fore, rippling terminates. [] 
Note that the argument only relied on the general format of wave-rules 
and the preconditions of rippling. Thus the termination proof holds for any 
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set of wave-rules which fit the general format, even if some of the rules are 
reversals of  others. No loop check is needed to ensure termination. 
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